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ABSTRACT 

A Mathematical Model of the 
Vagally Driven Primary Pacemaking Cell Membrane 

of the SA Node of the Heart 

by 

David Graham Bristow 

The study of the electrophyslologlcal activity of the SA node of 

the heart is currently a subject of considerable Interest In the 

research community. Information regarding the electrical behavior 

of the SA node Is by no means complete, yet sufficiently detailed 

Information Is available In the literature to allow the formula¬ 

tion of a reasonably quantitative model of the primary pacemaker 

cell membrane, and its vagal Innervation. In this study, the 

well-known McAlIIster-Noble-Tslen model of cardiac Purklnje fiber 

Is modified to account for the electrical activity of the SA node. 

To model the effects of vagal activity on the sinus rhythm a mus¬ 

carinic channel with dynamics as suggested by Purves and Noma et 

al. has been added to the basic membrane model. The model mimics 

the published data quite well and Is capable of characterizing the 

free running behavior of the SA node, as well as Its response to 

electrotonic and vagal stimulation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction and Plan of Thesis 

1* Introduction 

The electrophysiology of the heart has long been a topic of con- 

siderable interest to the medical research community. Of particular 

interest has been the control of heart rate which is set by the 

sino-atrial (SA) node and altered through neural intervention. The 

difficulties associated with the experimental study of the SA node 

have until recent years precluded the accumulation of data which 

would give anything more than a qualitative picture of the electro- 

physiological activity of the SÀ node cell membrane. Limited data is 

now available and this thesis presents a model of a representative 

patch of membrane from a primary pacemaking cell in the SÀ node of 

the rabbit heart. In addition the action of the parasympathetic 

* 

innervation of the SA node is simulated for a specific vagal stimula¬ 

tion protocol. 

Generally, the model is in the form of the Hodgkin and Huxley 

(H-H) model of the giant axon of the squid [18], and more specifi¬ 

cally is drawn from the McAllister, Noble, and Tsien (M-N-T) model of 

cardiac Purkinje fiber [36]. The model has been verified through 

comparison of model experimental results with experimental results 

from the literature when they are available. The model mimics quite 

successfully a wide variety of experimental responses and so should 
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be of use for predicting properties of SA node membrane that are not 

observable at the present time. 
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Figure 1.1: Cutaway view of the heart showing the anatomy and 

representative activity from various regions, (a) right atrium; 

(b) left atrium; (c) right ventricle; (d) tricuspid valve; (e) 

left ventricle; (f) mitral valve; (g) interatrial septum; (h) 

interventricular septum; (i) apex, (adapted from Netter [39])» 
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1.1. Anatomy and Electrophysiology of the Heart 

The heart is a four chamber pnmp that drives blood through the 

major circulatory divisions of the body. The right side of the heart 

serves the pulmonary circulatory system while the left side serves 

the systemic circulation. Each side of the heart is composed of a 

thin walled atrium and a more muscular ventricle. The atrium forms a 

blood reservoir to collect blood for the ventricle which is the 

chamber that does the actual pumping. The ventricles each have an 

inlet valve and an outlet valve, both of which are pressure operated. 

During the diastolic portion of the cycle when the ventricle is 

relaxed blood moves from the atrium into the ventricle through the 

inlet valve. At the end of diastole the atrial muscles contract to 

force the last bit of blood into the ventricle, which is just start¬ 

ing to contract. When the ventricular pressure exceeds the atrial 

pressure the inlet valve closes and the ventricular contraction 

enters the isovolumic phase. During this phase the ventricular myo¬ 

cardium contracts isometrically and pressure builds in the ventricle. 

As soon as the ventricular pressure exceeds the arterial pressure on 

the other side of the outlet valve the valve opens and the blood is 

pushed out into the artery. When the contraction or systolic phase 

of the cycle has completed and the ventricular pressure falls below 

the arterial pressure the outlet valve shuts and the ventricle 

relaxes isovolumically. As the ventricular pressure falls, the inlet 

valve opens and the blood fills the ventricle which expands until it 

reaches its maximum diastolic volume. This completes a single car- 
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diac cycle. 

The thickness of the muscular walls of the four chambers is 

related to the pressure they must generate. Both of the atria have 

thin walls since they are primarily reservoirs for the ventricles. 

The ventricles on the other hand are quite different from each other 

in terms of thickness. For example» the right ventricle in the human 

heart need only generate a pressure of about 40 mmHg in the pulmonary 

artery while the left ventricle must generate an aortic pressure of 

roughly 120 mmHg, This disparity in pressures is reflected in the 

relative thickness of the myocardium in each ventricle. 

From the description of the cardiac cycle it should be obvious 

that in order for the heart to function effectively and maintain the 

proper output flow and pressure» the timing of the contraction of the 

various chambers is critical. Control of the timing of contraction 

is the function of the specialized conduction system (SCS), This 

system consists of a number of different cell types that are morpho¬ 

logically and electrically distinct from the surrounding atrial and 

ventricular myocardium. Unlike the cells of the myocardium» the 

cells of the SCS are noncontract il e and spontaneously active. They 

are organized into two nodes and a number of conductive bundles. The 

primary pacemaker is the SA node which is a region of small cells 

lying adjacent to the crista terminalis at the junction of the supe¬ 

rior vena cava and the right atrium. It is connected to the left 

atrium by a conducting fiber bundle referred to as Bachman's bundle 

and to the atrio-ventricular (AV) node by three internodal pathways. 
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The AV node is a region of slow conducting fibers» similar to the 

ones found in the SA node» which are located along the lower part of 

the interatrial septum. Normally» the atrial and ventricular muscle 

are not electrically continuous» and so the connection is provided by 

the AV node» This provides the control of the phasic relationship of 

the atrial and ventricular contractions» Connecting the AV node to 

the ventricles is a set of fibers referred to as the atrio¬ 

ventricular bundle or the bundle of His» This bundle splits into 

right and left bundles of Purkinje fibers which serve the right and 

left ventricles» The cells making up the Purkinje fibers are large 

and therefore are rapid conductors of electrical excitation. The 

Purkinje fibers run down the interventricular septum to the apex of 

the heart and then turn and split into many subdivisions as they 

spread over their respective ventricles. The speed of conduction and 

the coverage of the ventricles provided by the Purkinj e fibers 

ensures that the ventricular myocardium contracts uniformly and 

simultaneously» 

Hissing in the cells of the atrial and ventricular myocardium is 

the pacemaking capability which is characteristic in the cells of the 

various divisions of the SCS. Each of the divisions of the SCS exhi¬ 

bit a characteristic action potential and intrinsic rate» The 

intrinsic rate of the SA node at the head of the SCS is higher than 

the rate of any other segment» it therefore sets the basic rate of 

firing for the SCS and in turn the heart. The slow conduction of the 

AV node provides the critical delay between the contraction of the 
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atria and the ventricles. Problems in the ÀV node can lead to extra 

slow or blocked conduction to the ventricles. In the case of blocked 

conduction the ventricles may fail to contract or they may be driven 

at a slow rate determined by a pacemaking region in the AV node below 

the block or by pacing cell in the bundle of His. This condition is 

apparent in the electrocardiogram since the P wave generated by the 

atrial contraction occurs independent of or in the absence of the QRS 

complex and T wave generated by the ventricular contraction. 

The SA node sets the basic heart rate but since the heart must 

alter its pumping characteristics to maintain optimal output flow and 

pressure under a wide range of conditions an external control system 

must come into play. This control is provided by sympathetic and 

parasympathetic neural inputs to the SCS which change the rate of the 

heart beat and the phasic relationship between the atrial and ven¬ 

tricular contractions. In general the sympathetic system increases 

the heart rate while the parasympathetic system slows the rate. 

Modulating the neural input of these two systems is the cardiovascu¬ 

lar control system (CCS) which is primarily located in the medulla. 

The CCS accepts afferent input from receptors in the cardiovascular 

system, specifically the baroreceptors and chemoreceptors, and from 

various somatic sensory and other nerve fibers found outside the cir¬ 

culation. Information from these sensors is used by the CCS to main¬ 

tain normal circulatory function both in the basal state and under 

changing conditions. Experiments have been conducted with some suc¬ 

cess which isolate single receptor groups in open loop configurations 
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to study the input-output relation of the system. Very little is 

known though of the processing and integration of the afferent input 

signals other than the gross response of the system to the imposition 

of stress in such forms as exercise and anoxia. In addition to con¬ 

trolling heart rate and the phasic relation between the atrial and 

ventricular contractions through the innervation of the SA and AV 

nodes, the CCS controls the contractility of the myocardium and the 

systemic arterial impedance. 

The scope of this work is limited to the SA node membrane and 

its parasympathetic innervation, the description that follows will be 

confined to the cell morphology and membrane electrophysiology of the 

region. 
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Figure 1,2 

Figure 1*2: Coufiguratiou of action potentials recorded in the 
route of preferential conduction. The vertical line through 
the action potentials indicates the time reference. The ac¬ 
tivation map is composed of isochrones with the times of ac¬ 
tivation given in milliseconds. The model presented in this 
thesis mimics the form of the action potential recorded in 
the 0 millisecond region. Note the increase in amplitude 

and V and the decrease in the rate of diastolic depolari- 
max 

zation with distance from the region of earliest activation, 
(adapted from Bleeker, et al. [4], fig. 7) 
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1.2. SA Node Ultrastructure 

The SA node is a region of small noncontractile spontaneously 

active cells located a fev millimeters from the crista terminalis at 

the junction of the superior vena cava and the right atrium. The 

form and organization of the SA node are quite distinct from that of 

cells in the surrounding atrium. Within the SA node itself there is 

a great variation in cell size and organization that is reflected in 

the form of the action potentials. These characteristics have been 

studied in great detail by Bleeker, et al. [33]. 

Bleeker9s group conducted electrophysiological and histological 

studies on the rabbit SA node. They compared their histological 

reconstruction of the node with their electrical activation map. 

Using * as an approximation of the excitation threshold they 

2 
observed a large ill-defined area (about 0.3 mm ) within the compact 

portion of the node that reached the excitation threshold earlier 

than the rest of the node. In the center of this area they identi- 

2 
fied a group of cells covering an area of roughly 0.1 mm which exhi¬ 

bited identical and synchronous electrical activity. It was 

estimated that this region contained approximately 5000 cells and 

constituted the primary pacemaking region. They pointed out that the 

slower oscillation of the surrounding follower cells influences the 

activity of the primary cells thereby making sharp delineation of the 

V, . is the half amplitude voltage for the total voltage swing 
nf amp 

of the action potential. Bleeker, et al. discuss the choice of 
V-* over a number of other threshold criteria in [4]. 
hf amp 
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primary pacemaker impossible. 

In contrast with the surrounding atrial tissue the organization 

of the SA node cells is quite varied. Bleeker, et al. [4] found a 

number of different architectural zones within the SÀ node• They 

claimed that a head and a tail region could be recognized. Within 

the center of the head region of the node the cells are organized in 

a compact interwoven manner in a network of collagen fibers. The 

cells in this region are spindle shaped with a length of 25-30 pm, 

and a diameter smaller than 8 pm. Moving down the tail the 

interweaving of the cells becomes less prominent. The center of the 

head portion of the node coincides with the site of the earliest 

electrical activity. Around the head of the node the cells are 

organized in a parallel fashion with a broad distribution on the side 

of the crista terminalis and a more narrow distribution on the septal 

border. 

1..3,. SA Node Electrophysiology 

The membrane of the SA node cells may be assumed to be similar 

to the membrane of other excitable tissues such as other cardiac cell 

types or nerve membrane. Therefore, in light of the success of the 

H-H mathematical model of nerve membrane and various cardiac cell 

membrane models including the M-N-T model of cardiac Purkinje fiber 

[36] and the Beeler and Reuter model of ventricular myocardium [3], a 

similar H-H type model may be assumed for the SA node cell membrane. 

Such a model must follow the basic assumptions of the H-H theory with 

some modifications to account for the more complex nature of the SA 
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node cell membrane when compared with nerve membrane, H-H made the 

following assumptions: 

(1) ionic current is carried only by ions moving down their respec¬ 

tive electrochemical gradients with an electrically neutral or 

+ + 
negligible Na -K pump maintaining the gradient; 

(2) Na+ and K+ flow through separate channels in the membrane with 

no direction between them. Flow through a channel may be 

expressed as the product of channel conductance and electrochem¬ 

ical force; 

(3) the ionic channels have two states, an open state and a closed 

state; 

(4) the ionic channels are controlled by one or more gates. The 

gates consist of charged groups on proteins or phospholipids 

which open or close depending on the electrical field; 

(5) all gates must be open for a channel to be open; 

(6) the gates follow a first order reaction with voltage dependent 

rate coefficients. This reaction is a change in the orientation 

of the charged groups of the gates. 

The H-H assumptions have proved to be essentially true but in 

view of the additional complexity of cardiac cell membrane, a few 

more assumptions must be made. As in the case of nerve membrane, Na+ 

and K currents are present, but it has also been found that Ca and 

Cl currents are also present. While the idea that the channels are 
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ion selective applies to cardiac membranes, the form of the channel 

conductances are much more complex than the simple linear H-H channel 

conductances. This is particularly true in the case of the various 

K+ channels which exhibit inward rectification and other nonlineari¬ 

ties. The mathematical model for the channel gating mechanism is the 

same as that of H-H but ideas of the actual process have changed in 

the intervening thirty year period. Thus, while this work is con¬ 

cerned with the SA node cell membrane, many of the original ideas of 

H-H for squid nerve membrane are still held to be valid and are 

applicable to the present problem. 

1..3.1.. Membrane Equilibrium Potentials 

The electrochemical forces that induce the flow of ions into or 

out of a cell through the membrane are the result of differential ion 

concentrations across the membrane. The maintenance of these concen¬ 

tration gradients is the result of active ion transport mechanisms 

that move ions against the electrochemical forces. The active tran¬ 

sport mechanisms are in general metabolic pumps, while the usual pas¬ 

sive mechanism is diffusion. The cell membrane is a relatively 

impermeable barrier between two compartments which are filled with 

fluids of different ionic compositions. The individual ionic concen¬ 

tration gradients across the membrane give rise to the ionic equili¬ 

brium potentials according to the Nernst equation: 
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E. 
x 

[i] 

Tïï 
in 

out 
(1.1) 

Where : 
R = Gas Constant 

T = absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) 

F = Faraday (10^ coulomb/mole) 

and [i], and [i] . are the concentration of the ion i inside 
in out 

and outside the cell* 

Since the ions do not have the same equilibrium potential and 

the transmembrane voltage does not reside at or near any of the 

equilibrium potentials» especially in an active cell such as a 

pacemaker cell» there is an ever present diffusional flux of ions 

across the membrane. Therefore without an active transport mechanism 

such as the metabolic pumps (e.g. the Na+-K+ pump) the concentration 

gradients would run down. These pumps are also important for return¬ 

ing the ions that make up the currents that are active during the 

action potential. 

In the model described in this study the ion concentrations on 

either side of the membrane are assumed to be unchanging» and so the 

effects of the processes sketched above are implicit in the effects 

of the leakage currents and Nernst batteries of the model. Thus» the 

reader is referred to other literature for a more complete descrip¬ 

tion of these mechanisms [10» 5» 58]. 
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1..3..2. Ionic Channel Gating Mechanisms 

The gating mechanisms of the ionic channels of electrically 

active membrane serve to control the permeability of the membrane by 

determining the number of ionic channels which are open per unit area 

of membrane. The actual physical or chemical process that opens and 

closes a channel gate is subject to speculation, but it may be 

assumed that the process is voltage dependent. 

A common theory employs the concept of charged particles of unk¬ 

nown nature that form the voltage sensitive ionic channel gates. At 

normal resting potentials (-65 mV for squid axon, -80 mV for cardiac 

fibers) the charged gating particles are for the most part in their 

closed conformation and so the channels are shut. When for one rea¬ 

son or another the membrane is depolarized, the gating particles 

begin to change to their open conformation and ions are permitted to 

flow through the channel. 

The change in conformation of the channel gating system requires 

the movement of charged particles in an electric field. This means 

that the opening and closing of a channel is accompanied by a small 

discrete transfer of charge across the membrane. Evidence for this 

sequence of events has been supplied by experiments in which the 

ionic channels in the squid nerve membrane have been blocked with TTX 

(Na+ channel) and TEA+ (K+ channels). Blocking the ionic currents is 

necessary to expose the much smaller gating currents. The gating 

currents form a substantial fraction of the displacement current 

which is measured in response to voltage steps in the voltage clamp 
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preparation. The gating current may be differentiated from the capa¬ 

citive displacement current. This is because for equal magnitude 

positive and negative clamp steps, the gating current is asymmetric 

while the capacitive displacement current is symmetric. The asym¬ 

metry of the gating current arises from the unequal initial distribu¬ 

tion of the gating particles in their two possible conformations. 

For a holding potential near or beyond the normal resting potential 

the channels are in their closed conformation. This allows the meas¬ 

urement of a pure capacitive displacement current for a negative vol¬ 

tage step since the channels are already closed. When a positive 

voltage step of equal magnitude is imposed on the membrane the 

current recorded for the negative step may be added to cancel out the 

capacitive transient and so expose the gating current. For more 

details and a review of the theory of gating mechanisms see Armstrong 

[2]. 

1..3..3,. Muscarinic Channel Electrophysiology 

Neural control over heart rate is affected by the action of the 

sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. The neuro¬ 

transmitters for the two systems are respectively norepinephrine (NE) 

and acetylcholine (ACh) • The system of interest in this study is the 

parasympathetic system and the effect its neurotransmitter ACh on the 

electrophysiological behavior of the SA node membrane. Of the two 

types of ACh receptors the important one in the SA node is the musca¬ 

rinic receptor. This receptor has a slow response which allows for 

temporal summation of vagal activity for multicycle effects, while 
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the nicotinic receptor exhibits a much faster response which provides 

for a 1:1 transmission of activity as in skeletal neuromuscular June- 

tions [51]• 

Recently, methods have been developed that allow the study of 

the ACh induced K+ currents in skeletal muscle endplates and cardiac 

cell membrane. These methods involve the analysis of the relaxation 

and fluctuation of the ACh induced current to find the conductance 

and time constants associated with the channel [1, 38, 29, 43, 45, 

48]. 

It has been suggested by Noma, et al. [43] that the action of 

ACh on the cardiac cell membrane involves the activation of a special 

K+ channel. The nature of the channel gating system is thought to be 

quite different from the regular gating systems that have been 

described previously. The primary difference is that instead of 

being voltage dependent, the time constant of activation of the chan¬ 

nel depends on ACh concentration. As with regular K+ channels, the 

decay time constant is voltage dependent. 

1..4. Voltage Clamp Experiments 

The H-H voltage clamp experiments with giant axon of the squid 

allowed for the first time detailed observation of the electrophysio- 

logical behavior of an active membrane. Briefly, the voltage clamp 

is a means of quickly altering the transmembrane voltage in such a 

way that the membrane currents can be measured independent of the 

effects of membrane capacitance and changing voltages. The apparatus 
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consists of a feedback circuit and various voltage and current sens¬ 

ing amplifiers, A differential amplifier is set up to measure the 

difference between a set point voltage and the transmembrane voltage. 

The output of the amplifier is a current which is used to charge or 

discharge the membrane as necessary to drive it to the set point. 

Ideally, this system has a very fast response time and quickly sta¬ 

bilizes the membrane at the set point level. Once the transmembrane 

voltage has stabilized, the flow of ionic current in response to the 

voltage change may be measured for further analysis. 

A number of different voltage clamp techniques developed in 

answer to the special requirements of the tissue to be studied. 

First, the apparatus used by H-H [19] will be described, followed by 

a description of the apparatus used by Noma, et al. [41] to study 

the rabbit SA node, which is pertinent to this modeling study. 
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Figure 1.3 

Axon 

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a voltage clamp apparatus, (a) 
current injection electrode; (b and c) transmembrane voltage 
(V ) sensing electrode pair; (c and d) transmembrane current 

ID 

(I ) sensing electrode pair; and (e) the ground electrode. 

The transmembrane voltage V is compared with the desired 
m 

clamp voltage • Current is injected through electrode 

(a) so that (V - E f ) -> 0. 
m clamp 

1*4.1.. The Hodgkin-Huxley Voltage Clamp Apparatus 

The cylindrical geometry and large diameter of the giant axon of 

the squid make it very convenient to use in voltage clamp experi¬ 

ments. As a result# the squid axon was a logical choice for Hodgkin 

and Huxely to use in their series of experiments which they described 

in five articles in 1952 [19# 20# 21# 22# 18]. 
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Two electrodes were inserted into the axoplasm, one as a voltage 

sensing electrode and the other as a current injection electrode. A 

feedback circuit compared the transmembrane voltage with a set point 

voltage and fed current to the current injection electrode to drive 

the transmembrane voltage in the proper direction. To ensure that 

all of the transmembrane current flows in a radial direction from the 

axon surface, the axon was surrounded by a "guard system". The guard 

system was a three compartment box made out of Perspex. V shaped 

notches were made in the partions and the end walls of the box. The 

notches were filled with an oil-vaseline mixture which could seal 

around the axon when it was placed in the notches. The fact that the 

current inj ection electrode extended through all three compartments 

prevented the longitudinal flow of current through the axoplasm, 

while the vaseline seals at the ends of the test compartment 

prevented any longitudinal flow outside the membrane. A cylindrical 

electrode (e) which enclosed the entire box and axon preparation 

served as a ground. These precautions ensured that all of the 

transmembrane current flowed in a radial direction from the membrane 

to the ground electrode (e). Differential electric field potential 

measurements made with two external longitudinal electrodes (c and d) 

and a knowledge of the resistivity of the bath medium permitted the 

calculation of the transmembrane current. The voltage difference 

across the membrane in the test compartment was measured between 

electrodes b and c. See fig* 1.4 and the literature for more details 

[19, 49] 
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Figure 1.4 
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the H-H voltage clamp guard and electrode 
system. The electrodes are arranged as in Fig. 1.3: (a) 
current injection electrode; (b and c) transmembrane voltage 
(V ) sensing electrode pair; (c and d) transmembrane current 
m 

(I ) sensing electrode pair; and (e) the ground electrode, 
tot 

A.., A., A.,and A. designate the 4 Perspex partitions of the 
X « V "r 

box. The ground electrode (e) is actually a cylinder of 
thin silver sheet. Electrodes c and d are thin vires 
stretched between partions A^ and A^ and are connected from 

side to side by insulated wires represented in the figure by 
dashed lines. Electrodes a and b are actually interleaved 
helices wound on a glass pipette. The uninsulated portions 
of a and b are represented with solid lines. (adapted from 
Hodgkin, et al. [19], fig. 1) 
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1.4.2. Two Microelectrode Voltage Clamp Method 

The method used by Noma, et al. [41] to study the ionic mem¬ 

brane currents in the rabbit SA node was a two microelectrode voltage 

clamp applied to a small cluster of cells excised from the node. The 

preparations were obtained by cutting and ligating SA node tissue 

until the cluster of cells appeared to be an electric syncytium 0.2- 

0.3 mm in diameter. Two microelectrodes were inserted into the 

preparation in various locations until identical action potentials 

were recorded. This determined the portion of the preparation to be 

clamped. One microelectrode was then used for voltage sensing while 

the other was used for current injection. The voltage difference 

between the voltage sensing electrode and the grounded bath was com¬ 

pared with the desired clamp voltage and used to determine the amount 

of current to be injected as in the case of the squid axon voltage 

clamp. A current sensing electrode in the bath is used for recording 

the total transmembrane current I . See fig. 1.5. 
tot ° 
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Figure 1.5 

Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of a two microelectrode voltage 
clamp apparatus. The electrodes are: (a) the current injec¬ 
tion microelectrode; (b) the transmembrane voltage (V ) 

m 
sensing microelectrode ; (c) is the transmembrane current 
(1^ ,) sensing electrode; and (d) is the bath reference 
tot 

electrode. The transmembrane voltage is compared with the 
desired clamp voltage E „ • Current is injected through 

cl amp 
electrode (a) so that (V - E , ) -> 0. See Noma, et al. 

m clamp 

[41] for a more detailed description. 
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î..£.3.« Formulation of the Voltage Clamp Equations 

As indicated above, voltage clamp experiments are useful for 

elucidating the time and voltage dependence of the membrane ionic 

currents. Analysis of the time and voltage dependence of the 

currents allows the conductance and gating characteristics of the 

channel to be inferred. The ionic currents may be studied in a 

fairly independent manner from one another by altering the ionic com¬ 

position of the bathing medium (as H-H did to study the Na+ and K+ 

currents in squid axon) or through the use of channel specific phar¬ 

macologic blocking agents. For instance, tetrodotoxin (TTX) is a 

very good Na channel blocker, verapamil is fairly specific to Ca 

channels, and tetraethyl ammonium ions (TEA+) is specific to K+ chan¬ 

nels. 

As discussed before, the flow of ions through their respective 

channels depends on the conductance of the channel and the electro¬ 

chemical force across the membrane for the particular ion. Thus, the 

conductance of the channel may be calculated if the current and the 

equilibrium potential are known. This relation is written as: 

8i V -E. 
(1.2) 

where g. is the conductance for ion i, I. is the ionic current, V is 
l l m 

the transmembrane voltage, and is the equilibrium potential for 

ion i. The conductance as a function of time and voltage (g.(V ,t)) 
i m 
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is calculated from current records gathered in the voltage clamp pro- 

cedure. By stepping the transmembrane voltage from one level to 

another with the voltage clamp apparatus the time dependence of the 

change in conductance can be determined. This time dependence is due 

to the action of the gating mechanisms described previously. 

Once again, the channel gates are for mathematical convenience, 

two state mechanisms. The open and closed states are referred to 

respectively as the a state and the p state. A first-order reaction 

is assumed for the change from one state to the other with a (V ) 
y m 

being the voltage dependent opening rate function, and P (V ) being 
y m 

the closing rate function. 

a 
y 

ClOSEDF^ OPEN (1.3) 

If y is the fraction of gates in the a state, the fraction of 

gates in the £ state will be 1-y. Thus, the rate of opening will be 

cty(l-y), and the rate of closing will be p^y. Combining these rates 

to find the net rate of change in the fraction of open channels give 

the following first-order differential equation: 

dy 
dt 

ay(l - y) - (1.4) 

dv 
In the steady state ^ - 0 and so the steady state value of y may be 

determined by setting (1.4) equal to zero. 
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X 
a 
-X 

a 
y 

+ P. 
(1.5) 

Here g is the steady state value of y. The time constant of the 

solution of (1.4) is 

x 
7 a +8 

y Hy 
(1.6) 

Figure 1.6 

Figure 1.'6: This figure illustrates the relationship of x and x 

to a and B , 
y y 

(a) Steady-state activation curve x(V ) (equ. m 
-i, 

(1.5))» inverse time constant x (V ) (equ. (1.6))» opening m 
rate constant a (V )$ and closing rate constant 6 (V ); (b) y m y m 
response of y to a step change in V • The time constant m 
x (V ) associated with the activation of the channel may be y m 
measured from this data. 

The above equation development of course is basically the 

reverse of the analysis process for the voltage clamp data. This 
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analysis works for the case of channels without inactivation which 

require a more complex method to be analyzed. 

H-H developed such a method for the characterization of the h 

inactivation variable curve for the squid axon Na+ channel. This 

method involves comparing the magnitude of a voltage step induced Na+ 

current with one induced following a conditioning step that allowed 

inactivation to take place. The reader is referred to H-H paper for 

a more complete explanation of this method [22]. 

1*2.. Plan of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into five chapters which cover the various 

aspects of the production of the model and the modeling results. A 

brief summary of each chapter is given below. 

Chapter 1: An introduction to the anatomy and electrophysiology of 

the heart including a theoretical and experimental basis for 

this modeling work. 

Chapter 2: A description of the SA node membrane model including a 

model of an acetylcholine activated muscarinic K+ channel. 

Chapter 3: A description of the variable stepsize 4~ order Runge- 

Kutta integration scheme which was used to calculate the 

transmembrane voltage V » and the Marquardt parameter estimation 
m 

scheme which was used to find values for five parameters in the 

muscarinic channel model. 
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Chapter 4: A comparison of model and published experimental results 

for electrotonic and vagal stimulation protocols, with a dis¬ 

cussion of the possible ionic mechanisms behind the responses. 

Chapter 5: A summary of model achievements and conclusions that can 

be drawn from them. 



raAPTRR 2 

Model of Sino-Atrial Node Membrane and Muscarinic Channel 

2. Introduction 

This chapter is divided into two sections, the first of which 

will describe the basic model of the SA node membrane; the second 

will describe the formation of the ACh-activated muscarinic channel 

model. As mentioned before the model presented here was drawn 

largely from the 1975 McAllister, Noble, Tsien model of cardiac Purk- 

inje fiber [36]. The action potential of the Purkinje fiber is the 

most complex of the various cardiac action potentials, and so the 

Purkinje fiber membrane might be thought to possess a full complement 

of ionic current channels. Voltage clamp experiments indicate that 

two different inward , and four or five outward ionic currents are 

responsible for the electrical activity in the Purkinje fiber. 

2.1,. SA Node Membrane Model 

Since Purkinj e fiber activity seems adequately characterized by 

the M-N-T model, it would seem quite logical to attempt to model the 

waveforms of other cardiac cells by appropriately deleting or inac¬ 

tivating selected inward or outward ionic current channels in the 

model based on the known electrophysiological characteristics of a 

particular type of cell. A major difficulty with this approach has 

been the paucity of reasonably accurate voltage clamp data from other 

tissues (nodal, atrial, etc.) on which to base changes in the many 
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parameters associated with the model. The relatively small size of 

other types of cardiac cells compared with the Purkinje fiber is an 

important factor that frequently renders more difficult the applies* 

tion of voltage clamping techniques. 

Recently however Noma, et al. [41] have successfully employed 

the double microelectrode voltage clamp technique to small specimens 

from the SA node of the rabbit heart as was described in chapter 1. 

Using Noma's data as well as data from Bleeker's detailed microelec¬ 

trode study of the rabbit SA node [4], the M-N-T Purkinje fiber model 

was modified in a relatively straightforward manner to characterize 

the electrical activity of the SA node membrane. 

The electrical equivalent model utilized to study membrane 

action potentials in the SA node is shown in figure 2.1. The mem¬ 

brane capacitance is shunted by several presumably independent 

current channels including: 

(1) an inwardly directed fast sodium channel represented by conduc¬ 

tance g.T (V »t) and the sodium Nernst potential battery EL. ; 
Na m Na 

(2) A slow inward current channel represented by the conductance 

g .(V , t) and the representative Nernst potential battery E 
sim si 

(3) an outward potassium channel that exhibits inward going rectifi¬ 

cation by means of a nonlinear conductance labeled g- (V ,t) in 
K2 m 

series with a potassium Nernst potential battery E_ ; 
*2 
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(4) a second outward potassium channel with current flowing outward 

through the nonlinear conductance g (V , t) which is in series 
xi m 

with the potassium Nernst potential battery £ • This channel 

is activated at a higher level of transmembrane potential than 

the g_ channel described in (3); 
*2 

(5) a nonlinear potassium background channel with conductance 

g_ (V ) and driven by the Nernst potential battery E_ ; 
Ki “ 

(6) an ACh-activated potassium channel with conductance g (V »A(t)) 
a m 

and driven by the Nernst potential battery E^* 



ou
t 

Figure 2.1 
05 

LU 

I—AV- 
U) 
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Figure 2.1: Hodgkin-Huxley-type network equivalent model of the 

space-clamped SÀ node cell membrane. The difference between the 

various nonlinear conductance symbols in the figure reflect the 

differences in the nature of the channel conductances. The g 
K1 

conductance symbol has an unfilled end indicating that it is a 

"static” nonlinear function of transmembrane voltage only. The 

symbols used for the other K+ conductances have filled ends 

indicating that they are controlled by gating variables (s and 

x^) and are therefore also functions of time. See text. 
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Thus, in place of the single sodium channel in the H-H model of 

squid nerve, there are two time-dependent inward currents* The first 

current, resembles the squid sodium current, while the second 

current, I « has slower kinetics and is principally carried by cal- 
s 1 

cium ions (Na+ however is also carried by this channel)* The three 

outward potassium channels utilized in the model (fig. 2*1) differ 

considerably from the K+-channel of the H-H model, and are quite 

analogous to the outward potassium channels of the M-N-T model* 

As described in the voltage clamp section of chapter 1 the time 

and voltage dependence of the channel conductances is mathematically 

represented by the gating variables. Equation 2.1 is a first-order 

differential equation that is solved to find the values of the gating 

variables. 

S = oy(l-y) - pyj (2.1) 

where y - m, h, d, f, s, x^. Differences between the kinetic 

behavior of the current components are reflected in the differences 

in the individual rate "coefficients” a and B which are functions 
y y 

of transmembrane voltage (see table 2.1). 

The equations associated with each of the membrane channels are 

given below. 
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Fast Na+ channel: 

The inward Na+ current (I ) is given by 

IM (V ,t) = gM (V ,t)(V -RT , 
Na m Na m m Na) (2.2) 

Here 

«N.'V*» - «M.c<v..t»s»(vt) + g-N, 
(2.3) 

sodium leakage or background conductance, and m and h are each vol¬ 

tage and time-dependent solutions of first-order differential equa¬ 

tions of the general form given by equation (2.1); additional detail 

is provided in table 2.1. Since the normal range of transmembrane 

voltages encountered in SA node cells is nominally from -60 to +10 

millivolts, the fast Na+-channel is normally inactivated in our 

model. This channel can contribute current however as in the case of 

the application of hyperpolarizing pulse of current via an intracel¬ 

lular microelectrode, or membrane hyperpolarization subsequent to 

vagal stimulation of the node membrane. 

2.1.2. The slow inward channel: 

The slow inward current (I ^) is given by 

(2.4) 

where 
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gai<V,t) 
= ».4d(Vt)f(V-*t) + g\id' 

sim si m m si 
(2.5) 

In this case is the maximum conductance value for the dynamic 

portion of the slow channel and d and f are H-H-type activation and 

inactivation variables, respectively. As such, d and f are each vol¬ 

tage and time-dependent solutions to differential equations of a form 

analogous to equation (2.1). The activation variable d is associated 

with the upstroke of the SA node action potential and the inactiva¬ 

tion variable f with its decline during repolarization. Additional 

details regarding each of these gating variables are contained in 

table 2.1. In the plateau region of the action potential the process 

of inactivation is very important to the general behavior of the mem¬ 

brane action potential. In fact, Reuter ([53] , fig. 4) suggests 

that in Purkinje fibers, a sizable fraction of the slow inward 

current I (ranging from 20-50%) may not be inactivated, even during 

prolonged depolarizations into the plateau range of transmembrane 

voltages. As was done in the M-N-T model, the presence of residual 

I ^ is accounted for by adding the terms g'^d' to the expression for 

slow inward conductance (equation (2.5)). The constant background 

conductance associated with the slow inward channel g’ . is given a 
si 

2 
value of 0.14 mS/cm and E = 70 mV as in the M-N-T model. These 

si 

2 
parameter values provide a residual I ^ of roughly 8.9 pA/cm at 0 

mV. Thus from equation (2.5), a certain fraction of the channels 
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(maximum conductance g9 simply lack the property inactivation. 

Presumably these same channels do exhibit activation since the vari¬ 

able dr is similar in its steady-state behavior to the gating vari¬ 

able d (see table 2.1). 



FAST SODIUM CHANNEL: 

3
9

 

Table 2.1: Voltage-dependent rate coefficients ay and and various constants for the inward ionic 

channels in the SA node membrane• 
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2.1.. 3.. Outward K+ current: 

The outward potassium currents (I , I , and I ) associated with 
K2 X1 x2 

the M-N-T model for Purkinje fibers all change exponentially with 

step changes in transmembrane voltage» and the actual current at any 

moment is related to the gating variable by the general expression: 

I(V ,t) = y(V ,t)7(V ) (2.6) 
m mm 

where y = s» x^ or x^ according to the terminology used in the M-N-T 

model. Here i is a "fully-activated current-voltage relationship" 

which describes the characteristics of the particular current com¬ 

ponent when all channels of this type are open (i,e,, when y * 1) • 

As the model was developed» various combinations of outward 

current systems were examined as was suggested by different investi¬ 

gators [40» 42» 44» 55], These referenced studies also indicate that 

the outward current channels are highly selective for potassium ions. 

The model utilized in the present study describes an outward current 

system that has three distinct potassium channels which are very 

similar to channels of the same names described in the M-N-T model, 

2.1.. 3..1. The "pacemaker" current I_ : 
*2 

The kinetics of this channel are described by equations analo¬ 

gous to equations (2.6) and (2,7)» wherein the rectifying properties 

of the channel are related to the voltage dependency of the term 
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i(V ). In the Pnrkinje fiber this current is much more significant 
in 

in magnitude thereby bringing about a much lower rate of diastolic 

depolarization than is present in SA node cells. Nonetheless» this 

current plays a major role in determining the length of the diastolic 

portion of the cycle and the degree of diastolic hyperpolarization. 

Therefore» it will be referred to as a "pacemaking" current I and 

Vv*> s(V,t)i_. (V ) 
m is (2.7) 

Here s is the activation gating variable for the channel and i_ (V ) 
K2 m 

expresses the time-independent current-voltage relationship for the 

nonlinear conductance g_ shown in figure 2.1. As such it is virtu- 
K2 

ally identical to the conductance used in connection with the 1 
K2 

current component in the M-N-T model. The difference between this SA 

node model version of I. and that found in the M-N-T model for Purk- 
K2 

inje fiber» lies in the equations describing the steady-state activa¬ 

tion curve $.(V )• As used in this study s. has been shifted by +24 mV 
m 

from the values utilized in the M-N-T study (see for example fig. 2 

and table 2) and in addition» the time constant of the s variable has 

been reduced 
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2.1..3..2. The "plateau" potassium current, I : 
X1 

The term "plateau" may be misapplied in the context of the SA 

node action potential but is retained since the description of the 

current is drawn largely from the current by the same name described 

by M-N-T. 1^ is the dynamic potassium current which is active dur¬ 

ing the repolarization phase of the action potential and is given as 

I 
xi 

= xAV ,t)i (V ) 
1 m xi m (2.8) 

Here is the activation gating variable and i (V ) expresses the 
1 x^ m 

time-independent current-voltage relationship for the nonlinear con¬ 

ductance g shown in figure 2.1. As with I_ the differences 
X1 *2 

between the version of I in this model and I in the M-N-T model 
xi xi 

take the form of voltage shifts and kinetic rate changes. In general 

the voltage range of the x^ gating variable has been shifted in a 

positive direction and the time constant has been reduced. 

2.1>.3B.3k. The potassium background current I- : 
*1 

L is 
1 

a nonlinear voltage-dependent, time-independent potassium 

current given by 
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\ m °-93iK1<V (2-9) 

where i_ is given in table 2.2. This current provides a steady out- 

*1 

ward component during the diastolic portion of the cycle and 

increases during the upstroke of the action potential. In doing so 

I- provides a check on both the rate and degree of depolarization 
K1 

during the action potential. 

Additional details on the implementation of the currents 

described above may be found in table 2.2. 
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Table 2,2: Voltage-dependent rate coefficients and 0^ and varions constants associated with the 

outward potassium channels in the SA node membrane• 
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2,.1,.£. Membrane displacement current: 

The displacement current IQ associated with the membrane capaci¬ 

tance C is given by in 

I o 
(2.10) 

The value of specific membrane capacitance to be charged and 

discharged by the ionic currents in SA node tissue is assumed to be 6 

, 2 jif/cm in this study. 

Thus, considering a unit area of membrane under space clamp con¬ 

ditions to be modeled as in fig* 2.1, the membrane may be treated as 

a circuit node at which Kirchhoff's current law may be applied. 

Clearly, the stimulus current I ^ entering the node is equal to the 

sum of all the currents leaving, which may be expressed mathemati¬ 

cally as 

N dV 
[ . . -1 + 5 I. - C-r^+L + !.+!_■+ I + T— + I (2.11) stim c 4,^ j mdt Tïa si a 

where N = 6 is the number of ionic currents and I and I, are the 
c j 

displacement and the ionic current, respectively. Rearranging 

equation (2.11), 

where I„ , 
Ma 

[I Na 

^i- 

+1. + 
SI \ * \+ \ * h - W/c. <2-12) 

, I_ , and 1 are given by equations (2.2), 
^i a 
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(2*4)# (2.7)» (2.8)» (2.9), and (2.32) respectively. 

Selection of Model Constants 

The model of the SA node membrane described in this study vas 

derived from a number of sources but is primarily an adaptation of 

the M-N-T model of cardiac Purkinje fiber. Ionic channels were 

deleted or modified to produce a model that demonstrates behavior 

similar to that of the SA node. A variety of tests were performed 

(see chapt. 4) to validate the selected values* and when the model 

differed significantly from the published experimental data* adjust¬ 

ments were made to the appropriate channel to correct the problem. A 

version of the model suggested by Noma* et al. vas programmed accord¬ 

ing to the description given in [44]. It vas found hovever* that 

although this single potassium channel model produced pacemaker-type 

potentials* it vas not capable of mimicing the fine detail of the 

reference vaveform adapted from Bleeker* et al. ([4]* fig. 5). 

Specifically* the model of Noma* et al. discussed above did not 

yield a good approximation to pacemaker action potentials* particu¬ 

larly vith regard to the small plateau region exhibited in most 

pacemaker vaveforms* as veil as the slov diastolic depolarization 

phase. That is* close fits to both the above mentioned aspects of 

the pacemaker vaveform vere difficult to achieve vith a single out- 

vard current channel. Furthermore* the phase response response of 

this model to brief depolarizing and hyperpolarizing pulses of 

current (figs. 3.8 and 3.9 ) did not agree veil vith published data* 

particularly that of Jalife* et al. [26]. The response of this model 
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to depolarizing pulses of current applied during the early repolari- 

zation phase, vas especially poor* The phase response curves (PRC's) 

published by Jalife, et al* ([26]* fig* 8) show that during the time 

period coincident with the early repolarization phase, there is a 

smooth increase in cycle length up to a maximal value* The PRC of 

the single potassium channel model of Noma, et al* exhibited a pla¬ 

teau during the early to mid-repolarization phase of the action 

potential* 

Consequently, a more complex system of outward currents as found 

in the present model was introduced* Vith this substitution of the 

conventional potassium currents from the M-N-T model, the early repo¬ 

larization phase of the action potential (I , I ) as well as, the 

*1 X1 

late repolarization and diastolic depolarization phases (I_ ) could 

*2 

be adjusted in a more independent manner* Another benefit of the 

addition of the I and I_ currents is that the slow inward current 
X1 K1 

I$i may in turn be strengthened, so that both the maximum rate of 

depolarization and the width of the peak of the action potential 

might better fit the data, while the maximum level of depolarization 

is kept from becoming to large* 

Replacing the potassium current 1^ of Noma, et al* with an 1^ 

current analogous to that incorporated in the M-N-T model also pro¬ 

vides a stronger outward current response to depolarizing stimuli 

during the early to mid-repolarization phase of the action potential* 
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The present model incorporates that 1^ channel and mimics the phase 

response curve data of Jalife, et al. [26] for depolarizing current 

pulses to a much better degree. 

Within the context of this basic structure the conductances, 

rate constants and voltage ranges of the various channels were 

altered until the model action potential showed a good fit to the 

Bleeker data (see fig. 3) as well as the general form of the membrane 

current-voltage relations from Noma, et al. [41] and Seyama [55]. 

The peak inward current density was kept in the range reported by 

Noma et al., and the channel conductances in the neighborhood of the 

values used by M-N-T [36]. This required the use of a specific mem¬ 

brane capacitance six times that assumed by Noma, et al. [41]. This 

is a reasonable change to make since if the value used by Noma, et 

2 
al. for the total membrane current density (13 pA/cm ) is divided by 

2 
their value for specific membrane capacitance (1 pf/cm ), a rate of 

depolarization of 13 v/s is predicted. This is not in the range of 

values found in the SA node, nor does it closely approximate the 

values they reported in their experimental results (3.6 v/s). In 

2 
this study a specific membrane capacitance of 6 pf/cm is used which 

yields a rate of depolarization of approximately 2.2 v/s; this value 

is close to the range of values reported by Bleeker [4], (1.2 - 2.0 

v/s). Employing this value of membrane capacitance also allows the 

use of conductance values that are closer to the values used in the 

M-N-T model for Purkinje fibers. 
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The calculated values of the membrane current density* specific 

conductances and specific capacitance are highly dependent on the 

actual surface area of the preparation* Thus* until surface area can 

be calculated accurately* the values used for the various membrane 

parameters in this and other studies are rather arbitrary* and the 

description of the electrical properties of the membrane must be 

vieved as a qualitative description. 

2.2. The ACh Activated Muscarinic Channel Model 

The information presented in this section extends the basic memr- 

brane model described in the previous section to include an ACh sen¬ 

sitive muscarinic channel with parasympathetic neural terminations* 

The development of the channel model parallels that of Katz and 

Miledi [29]* and Adams [1] for skeletal muscle* and Osterreider* Noma 

and Trautwein [48] for the rabbit SA node* The neural terminations 

model represents a modification of a model by Purves [52]* 

Figure 2.2 

Figure 2.2 is a block diagram of the combined neural 
termination-muscarinic channel model • It shows the gross 
organization of the model and its description in this sec¬ 
tion* 
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2.2.I., The Neural Terminations 

With depolarization of the parasympathetic nerve terminal end¬ 

ings within the SA node region» ACh is released into the extracellu¬ 

lar medium above the representative patch of SA node membrane of the 

model. In the absence of a well defined analog of an endplate 

region» and with a relatively low density of muscarinic receptors on 

2 
the surface of the primary pacemaking cell (roughly «7/jim » Noma» et 

al. [45])» diffusion may be expected to play an important role in 

determining the time course of ACh concentration in response to vagal 

stimulation. The time course of ACh concentration A(t) in response 

to a single vagal action potential employed in this study is 

MD(t-tA) 1 

(2.13) 

where U(t-t^) is a unit step function and t^ is the time of 

occurrence of the vagal action potential. This equation is adapted 

from Purves [52]. Here» M is the amount of ACh released per impulse» 

D is the diffusion coefficient of ACh in the extracellular medium» x 

represents the average distance between the neural release site and 

receptor site on the membrane surface» and k^ is a first-order rate 

constant for the irreversible enzymatic hydrolysis of ACh by the tis¬ 

sue cholinesterase (see Table 2.3). To describe the response to a 

burst of m vagal stimuli» the following equation was employed 

A(t ) = 
(irD(t-t^)) 

— expMkjjt + 
4D(t-tQ) )) 
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m M'(i) U(t-t.) 2 

(2.14) 

where represents the time of occurrence of the ir1*4 vagal impulse 

at the nerve terminations and 

A(t) = J 

i=l <nD(t-t.)) 
1.5 eXp< <kH(t ti) + dDCt-t.)** 

UCt-t^ 
± for t 1 ^ 

0 otherwise 
(2.15) 

The function M' reflects the fact that the ACh stores in the neural 

terminations may tend to become depleted by a rapid vagal burst con¬ 

taining many closely spaced stimuli. This depletion phenomenon is 

modeled by the following equation for the amount of ACh per impulse 

taking into account the previous history of discharge 

M'(i) * M(1 - (1 - exp(-.33(i - 3)))) for i 1 3 (2.16) 

Equation (2.13) clearly implies that the superposition of the 

response to a single vagal stimulus is a valid representation of the 

total ACh concentration curve elicited by a vagal burst of impulses. 

This would seem to be a reasonable assumption for stimulation fre¬ 

quencies in the physiological range. 

2,.2.2. The Muscarinic Receptor Complex 

The reaction associated with the change in conductance of the 

muscarinic K+ channel in the primary cell membrane is assumed to be 

of the form [48]: 
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A + 
* P * 

R *=» AR x=^AR 

k2 a 

(2.17) 

where A represents the nenrotransmitter (ACh)# S the receptor# AR the 

♦ 
closed# and AR the open conformations of the ACh-receptor complex. 

The rate constants for each step of the reaction are also 

indicated above ; a is vol tage dependent and j3 is dependent on the 

concentration of ACh. 

The first step of the reaction is assumed to be of first order 

and is given as 

dTARl 

dt 
k^AHR] - k2IAR] (2.18) 

A characteristic of the muscarinic channel is that the second step in 

the reaction above (equ. (2.17)) is the rate limiting reaction. This 

means that the binding step (equ. (2.18)) is very fast relative to 

the time course of the second step and that the first reaction may be 

always considered to be in the equilibrium state. In the equilibrium 

state = 0, and therefore equation (2.18) may be solved for 

[AR] ^ [A] [R] 

*D 

where 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 
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A constraint should also he imposed on the amount of a receptor sub- 

* 
stance R that is available in free form R, or bound forms AR or AR • 

Thus, 

[R] + [AR] + [AR*] * 1 . (2.21) 

Substituting for [R] in equation (2.19) one obtains 

[AR] * ir[A](l - [AR] - [AR*]) . (2.22) 

i) 

Solving for [AR]: 

[AR] 
1 - [AR ] 

b 
[A] 

1 + 
(2.23) 

One should note that contrary to the usual situation in which the 

channel kinetics are voltage dependent, the opening rate of the mus¬ 

carinic channel is known to be influenced by the ACh concentration 

(A(t)), and therefore a rate function 0 is given by the relationship: 

0 « K[AR(t)]n (2.24) 

where K is a constant (see Table 2.3) and [AR(t)] is the instantané- 

ous concentration at the ACh-receptor complex. The integer n refers 

to the number of ACh molecules required at the binding site for a 

channel to open. Osterrieder, et al. [48], and Noma, et al. [46], 

assume that n * 1, and present indirect evidence to support this 

assumption. Therefore it would seem reasonable to assume a single 

binding site at the receptor. Substituting equation (2.23) into 
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(2.24) one obtains: 

= K,(l,z [AR*]) 
P K_ * (2.25) 

1 + ÏIT 

Since in the two-conductance-state model the fraction of channels in 

the closed state is equal to (1 - [AR ]), the apparent rate constant 

is 

P 
K 

(2.26) 

2.2.3. The Channel Gating Variable a 

If in the second stage of the reaction, the probability that a 

« 
channel is open (i.e., in the AR state) is defined as a, the proba¬ 

bility that it is closed (i.e., in the AR state) will be (1 - a) • 

Thus, at any instant of time the probability of haying an open, 

effective channel is described by the expression 

“ = P(1 - a) - aa (2.27) 
at 

where a becomes the gating variable for the muscarinic K+ channel. 

This equation may be rewritten in the form 

da 

dt 

(a - a) 

x 
a 

(2.28) 

and $ is given in equation (2.26) and a is independent of the ACh 
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where 

a = mi  
“ (p(A) + o) (2.29) 

T = (p (A) + a) 
a (2.30) 

concentration, but is a function of transmembrane voltage V . The 
in 

specific form used to represent a(V ) was 

a(V ) = a exp(XV ) (2.31) 
U ft OH 

which was based on a fit to experimental data published by Noma and 

Trautwein [43]• Values for these constants are given in table 2.3. 

2.. 2.4. The Muscarinic K+ Current I 
a 

The form employed in this study for the muscarinic current (I ) 
a 

is a simple linear current controlled by the gating variable a which 

is given by the solution of the differential equation (2.28); that is 

I “ gfl a(V - E-) (2.32) a a m a. 

where Eg is the potassium Nernst potential (Eg = -100 mV). 

2.. 2.5.. Selection of Muscarinic Channel Model Parameters 

When possible» the values of the muscarinic channel model con¬ 

stants were based on data from the literature [48» 25]. Five of the 
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parameters were set using a Marquardt parameter estimation scheme 

(discussed in chapter 3 and appendix A). The five parameters identi¬ 

fied were: 1) M, the amount of ACh released per neural event (equ. 

(2,14), (2*16)); 2) D, the diffusion coefficient for the spread of 

ACh from the neural termination to the cell membrane (equ. (2 «14)); 

3) the rate constant for the hydrolyzation of ACh by the tissue 

cholinesterase (equ. (2.14)); 4) X, exponential coefficient for the a 

rate constant (equ. (2.31)); 5) g , the muscarinic channel conduc- 
a 

tance (equ. (2.32)). The estimation scheme made it possible to iden¬ 

tify values which are not obtainable in an experimentally feasible 

manner at the present time, or are difficult to relate to the values 

measured in node preparations due to the abstract nature of the 

model. In any case the values of all the parameters used in the mus¬ 

carinic channel model were set after checking the response of the 

model to simulated vagal stimulation against data published by Jalife 

and Moe [25] 
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M - 1.74 x 10 
-19 

M 

K 8 0.01232 ms 
-1 

kp 8 1.7 x 10”6 M 

a 8 0.0174 ms 
-1 X — 1.3 x 10"2 mV-1 

a 

— , 2 
g ■ 0*185 mS/cm 
a 

Table 2.3 Muscarinic system parameter values. 

2 •3.* Summary 

This chapter detailed the mathematical description of the elec- 

trophysiological behavior of the SA node membrane and the parasym¬ 

pathetic innervation of the membrane. The model is well adapted for 

the simulation of a variety of voltage clamp and electrotonic stimu¬ 

lation protocols. It must be remembered however, that the model of 

the parasympathetic nerve terminations (particularly the ACh deple¬ 

tion (equ. (2.16)) is specifically adapted for simulation of single 

burst vagal stimulation protocols. The individual parts of the model 

are fairly simple in form, but the model taken as a whole becomes 

quite complex. The next two chapters describe the implementation of 

the model in a set of Fortran programs and its validation through the 

simulation of a wide range of in vitro experiments. 



CHAPTER 3 

Computational Aspects 

£• Introduction 

The model of the SA node primary pacemaker cell membrane which 

is presented in this thesis consists of an 8~ order system of non¬ 

linear» time and voltage-varying ordinary differential equations. 

This chapter describes the variable stepsize 4~ order Kunge-Kutta 

numerical integration scheme used to solve the equations as well as 

the Marquardt parameter estimation scheme which was used to find 

values for five of the muscarinic channel parameters. In addition to 

solving the differential equations describing the cell membrane there 
♦ 

are additional equations which implement the neural terminations 

model. These equations are solved separately from the membrane model 

equations to preform an ACh forcing function which can be applied to 

the membrane model equations to simulate vagal stimulation. 

3..1,. Numerical Integration of SA Node Membrane Model Equation 

The numerical solution of the H-H-type equations requires the 

simultaneous solution of eight first-order differential equations: 

seven differential equations of the form of equation (2.1) for the 

gating variables and a eigth differential equation (2.12) for the 

transmembrane voltage V • Twelve additional equations required to 
m 

update the values of a (V ) and 8 (V ) for each new V are given in 
y m y m m 
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tables 2.1 and 2.2. For the cases in which vagal stimulation is 

simulated the equations for the muscarinic gating variable (a) must 

be solved in addition to to the standard set of equations. The 

expressions for the six channel conductances and their associated 

channel currents (L. , I ,# I_ , I # I # I ) also need to be 
IN a si x^ JLj' a 

evaluated for each new value of V • 
m 

Numerical solution may be accomplished via numerical integration 

using for example# a Runge-Kutta procedure [16]. An alternative 

numerical algorithm however# recognizes that the solution to equation 

(2.1) for the gating variables# is a simple exponential# if the 

a (V ) and B (V ) terms are constant. To demonstrate the algorithm# 
y m ry m 

we shall first rewrite equation (2.1) as 

dt 
(a + P )y + a 
7 7 7 

(3.1) 

dv 
In the steady state ■* 0# and the solution designated as y is given 

by 

I a 
y 

a 
v 

+ P 
y 

The homogeneous solution to (3.1) is 

(3.2) 

y = y0 exp[-t(ay + 0y)] (3.3) 

where y* is the initial condition of y. Here a and P assumed con- 
o y *y 

stant over a small increment in time (At)# and the time constant is 
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defined as 

x 
y 

(a + P ) 
y y 

-i 
(3.4) 

The complete solution to (3.1) over the interval At becomes 

y(t) I ” [y “ yQ] exp(- ^) (3.5) 

If (3.5) is sufficiently accurate over a time increment, it may be 

used in an iterative scheme for calculating current values of the 

gating variables. That is, at time t « t t * «. 
, £ * (/,!#•••• 

y(tk+l) “ " Iz(V.(tk)) " y(tkn exp(" rTv4(tjy)*(3.6) 
y m k 

Equation (3.6) appears in the literature [37, 54] and has been 

employed by Rush and Larsen [54] in solving the gating variable equa¬ 

tions of the H-N-T model of cardiac Purkinje fiber [36]. 

Thus, the problem of numerically solving a set of eight first- 

order differential equations is reduced to the solution of only one 

differential equation (2.12). Note however, that for each gating 

variable there is an equation analogous to equation (3.6) where the 

coefficients y and % are assumed constant for a given time increment 

At, but due to there dependence on a (V ) and B (V ) are in general 
y m y m 

functions of transmembrane voltage according to (3.2) and (3.4). 

This reveals the critical constraint which must be satisfied if the 

assumptions are to hold, the incremental change of V must be small 
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so that a (V ) and 8 (V ) do not change very much in a given time 
y m y m * ° 

dV 
step. Since the rate of change of transmembrane voltage (“TT") varies 

at 

over a wide range during the nodal cycle, it should be possible to 

keep AV small enough for equation (3.6) to work while varying the 
m 

value of At. 

J..1..1. Variable Stepsize 4— Order Runge-Kutta Integration Scheme 

The numerical integration scheme used in this study was a vari¬ 

able stepsize 4~ order Runge-Kutta procedure. In order to speed 

computation, the value of the stepsize (At) was controlled within the 

dVm 
integration scheme by an algorithm that monitors the magnitude of "77“ 

at 

and adjusts At over a range from 0.05 to 1.0 milliseconds. The rela¬ 

tion used to determine the stepsize was 

At 
0.25 

(3.7) 

In this way, (3.7) permits the numerical integration procedure to 

take large steps during the slow depolarization phase of the nodal 

cycle, while it also sets a small stepsize during such critical 

periods as the upstroke of the action potential. 

On each of the four integration substeps of the integration pro¬ 

cedure all of the model membrane equations described above must be 

solved. After each full step, the time variable is incremented by 
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At, the stepsize is adjusted according to (3.7)» and the new value of 

V is checked to see if it is passing through a point of interest in 
a 

the cycle. The events of interest are the time of occurrence and 

value of the maximum rate of rise of the action potential upstroke» 

the maximum systolic and diastolic potentials» and the time of 

occurrence of the passing of V- -, both during the ascending and 
ni amp 

descending phases of the action potential. Periodic sampling of V 
m 

for output purposes is achieved through interpolation between V (tv) 

3..1..2. Model Voltage Clamp Computation 

The model voltage clamp experiments which were reported on in 

chapter 3 were conducted by mathematically simulating the basic vol¬ 

tage clamp circuit. The scheme employed here is similar to the 

scheme described by McAllister [34» 351* 

I - = - A (V - E1 ) 
cl amp clamp m cl amp (3.8) 

Here I „ is the clamp current» A , represents the overall gain 
clamp clamp 

of the clamp circuit» and E , is the desired clamp voltage. The 
clamp 

2 
clamp current was limited to + 100 pA/cm » and the gain of the system 

2 
was set to 1000 pA/mV#cm as suggested by McAllister [34» 35] to 

simulate an actual clamp circuit. Since all of the transmembrane 

ionic currents are observable in the model there is no need to simu¬ 

late the presence of blocking agents in the bath medium. Any 
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sequence of voltage clamp steps may be simulated in a very simple 

fashion during the execution of the model program through the use of 

logical control statements. 

3..2. Muscarinic Channel Model Parameter Identification 

A Marquardt parameter estimation procedure [32] vas used to 

identify values for five muscarinic channel model parameters. The 

error criterion for the scheme vas the sum of the squares of the 

difference betveen a model generated transmembrane voltage vaveform 

and a synthesized target vaveform. The target vaveform vas syn¬ 

thesized from vaveforms published by Jalife and Moe ([25], fig. 7). 

The vaveforms demonstrate the time course of membrane hyperpolariza¬ 

tion in quiescent SA node membrane folloving vagal stimulation. The 

membrane may be rendered quiescent through the use of invard channel 

blocking agents such as TT3 and verapamil. In the model this simu¬ 

lated by setting the sodium conductance (g.T ) and the slov invard 
Na 

conductance (g . ) to zero. This experiment is useful for modeling 
si 

purposes since the resultant transmembrane voltage vaveform is quite 

simple in form (e.g*, fig 4.9) and involves a minimum of transmem¬ 

brane currents due to the level of the quiescent membrane resting 

potential (-54 mV). This level is belov the range of activation of 

I • With the blocking agents (TTX and verapamil) removing the 
xi 

dynamic invard currents, only the background sodium current I1^ and 

I_ are active, and they determine the quiescent resting potential. 

*2 
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Hence the response of the muscarinic channel to vagal stimuli may be 

studied with a minimum of interference from other channels. 

Taking into account the differences between the electrophysio- 

logical behavior of the kitten SA node preparation from which Jalife 

and Moe obtained their data» and the SA node membrane model which was 

based on rabbit data» a membrane hyperpolarization waveform of 

appropriate duration and amplitude was synthesized. The parameters 

identified with this scheme were: 1) M, the quantum amount of ACh 

released per neural event (equ. (2.14)»(2.16)); 2) D» the diffusion 

coefficient for ACh diffusion from the neural termination to the mem¬ 

brane (equ. (2.14)); 3) k^* the rate constant for the hydrolysis of 

ACh by the tissue cholinesterase (equ. (2.14)); 4) X# an exponential 

coefficient in the equation for the voltage dependent rate constant a 

(equ. (2.31)); and 5) g » the absolute conductance of the muscarinic 
a 

channel (equ. (2.32)). In general* the values for the other musca¬ 

rinic channel model parameters were drawn from Osterrieder et al. 

[48] • The overall scheme used to identify the model parameters 

involved synthesizing a trial waveform appropriate for the rabbit SA 

node membrane and then using it in the Marquardt procedure to iden¬ 

tify some trial parameter values (see fig. 3.1). This set of trial 

parameters were then tested by comparing the effect of vagal stimula¬ 

tion on the free running model cycle with data published by Jalife 

and Noe [25]. The amplitude* duration» and time constant of decay of 

the synthesized waveform were altered and the process was repeated 

until parameters were identified that produced results which mimiced 
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the published data of Jalife and Hoe, 

The use of the Marquardt parameter estimation scheme made it 

possible to identify the model parameters for the muscarinic channel 

model in a relatively short time period. The abstract nature of the 

model, a representative patch of membrane below a representative 

neural termination, made it difficult to relate parameter values 

determined from SA node and atrial preparations to the model parame¬ 

ters, While the model parameters do not necessarily agree with the 

experimentally derived parameters, they do induce model behavior that 

agrees qualitatively with published experimental results. 
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Figure 3 *1 : Diagram of the Marquardt parameter estimation scheme 

used in this study. The scheme was used to find values for five 

parameters in the muscarinic system model (M, D, Kg, X, and g&) 

See the text for details. 
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3.. 3_. Implementation of the Model Equations 

The model equations were programmed in Fortran-77 on the Rice 

University Department of Electrical Engineering PDF-11/45 in a time¬ 

sharing environment under the UNIX-V7 operating system. The model 

programs are presented in appendix B. Special plotting programs were 

written to display the model data on a Tektronix 4662 pen plotter. 

2.. 3..1.. SA Node Membrane Model Implementation 

The most commonly used form of the model was implemented in two 

Fortran programs, SANIN and SANMOD (see appendix B) • SANIN sets up a 

parameter input file for program SANMOD. It interactively queries 

the user to allow the user to run various stimulation or voltage 

clamp protocols. Additionally the user may alter the default values 

of the channel conductances and equilibrium potentials in an interac¬ 

tive manner. The output file from SANIN is formatted so that it can 

be read by SANMOD. SANMOD accepts the input file from SANIN and 

creates two output files, one of which is formatted as a report with 

model parameters and runtime data on the timing and values associated 

with the events of interest described in section 3.1.1., and an 

unformatted binary file which contains the sampled values of V for 
m 

the run. If a vagal stimulation protocol is desired, SANMOD expects 

an unformatted binary file containing the sampled values of 0(A,t) 

which must be created by a separate program BETA. BETA accepts an 

input file that contains information on the vagal stimulus protocol 

and the neural termination characteristics. 
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The membrane equations are implemented in the form of two func¬ 

tion subprograms: VMD1 and VMD2* These functions return the value of 

the derivative of the transmembrane voltage* The only difference 

between the two subprograms is that VMD1 is adapted for use in the 

first substep of the Runge-Kutta procedure which requires calculation 

of the gating variables for both a half step and a full step* 

3.*2.*2.« Implementation of the Marquardt Procedure 

The Fortran implementation of the Marquardt parameter estimation 

procedure consists of a number of semi-independent programs executed 

as a unit by means of a UNIX shell program (RUN)* These programs are 

presented in appendix B* As described in section 3*2» the Marquardt 

procedure was used to determine values for five of the muscarinic 

channel model parameters* The scheme used to implement this pro¬ 

cedure consisted of: 1) an initialization program (BEGIN) which 

created input files for the first iteration of the procedure in RUN; 

2) within RUN a version of program BETA generates a 0(A,t) forcing 

function file for the control case and the perturbation cases for the 

three neural termination model parameters (M, D, and kg)# 3) XINMOD 

modifies the input files for QNODE by reading them and then rewriting 

them with the new values of the parameters X and g ; 4) QNODE which 
a 

is a quiescent version of SANMOD is executed six times per iteration 

of the scheme* One run for the control case» and one run for each of 

the five parameter perturbation cases* The output of QNODE for each 

of these cases is a sequence of sampled values of V which are used 
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in program EST to generate new parameters; 5) program EST uses the 

output of QNODE along with the sampled target waveform to create the 

Jacobian matrix and error measure within the Marquardt procedure 

which are used to generate new parameters. EST also uses the new 

parameters to create new input files for the next iteration of the 

overall scheme and to update a report file with the new error and 

parameter estimates. 

3..4. Summary 

This chapter has described the computational methods employed in 

this study. A mathematical description of the Marquardt procedure is 

provided in appendix A, while appendix B presents the documentation 

and listings of the various model programs. Chapter 4 presents the 

results of model experiments performed with the programs presented in 

appendix B along with discussion of the possible ionic channel 

mechanisms responsible for the experimental responses. 



CHAPTER 4 

Modeling Results and Discussion 

4.* Introduction 

Chapter 4 presents the results of simulated voltage clamp, elec- 

trotonic stimulation, and vagal stimulation experiments on the SA 

node membrane model* The ionic mechanisms responsible for the mem¬ 

brane response to the various stimulation protocols are discussed 

along with a comparison of the model results and published in vitro 

experimental results* The high degree of agreement achieved by the 

model tends to validate the model* 

4.*i* SA Node Membrane Model Characteristics 

Figure 4*1 is a composite diagram showing a calculated transmem¬ 

brane action potential for the free-running SA node (fig* 4*lb), and 

the steady-state activation (and inactivation) curves for the gating 

variables that control the inward (fig. 4*la) and outward (fig* 4*lc) 

currents 
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Figure 4.1 

INWARD ACTION OUTWARD 

1-0 . 1 _ 0 

Figure 4*1: A composite diagram showing a calculated membrane 
action potential for the free—running SA node cell membrane 
(b) and the H-H-type steady-state activation (and inactiva¬ 
tion) variables that control the inward (a) and outward (c) 
currents. The abscissa in (b) is divided into intervals of 
100 ms. 

The calculated transmembrane action potential shown here 

represents a very close fit to the published experimental data of 

Bleeker, et al. ([41* fig. 5) for primary pacemaker cells from the 

rabbit SA node. The correspondence between the model generated 

action potential and that of Bleeker, et al. [4] is shown in greater 

detail in fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 

0 

-50 

, 1 1 1 

300 msec. 

Figure 4.2: A comparison of the model generated (solid curve) 
and measured (+'s) transmembrane voltage waveforms from the 
primary pacemaker region of the rabbit SA node. The meas¬ 
ured data shown here is adapted from Bleeker, et al • [4], 

fig. 5. 

(mV) 
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Action potentials recorded from cells within the primary 

pacemaker region characteristically exhibit a very slow upstroke 

velocity; in the case of the model generated action potential it is 

2.2 v/s. One will note from fig. 4.1a that the curve for the 

steady-state activation curve for the slow inward channel (d) is less 

negative by approximately 14 mV, than the steady-state activation 

curve for the fast sodium channel (m). Similarly, the steady-state 

inactivation curves (£ and Ji) are separated by approximately 20 mV. 

It is clear from figures 4.1a and 4.1b that the sodium is inactivated 

within the normal range of values of V encountered in the action 
m 

potential, and that the spike of the action potential is within the 

operating range of the ' d and f gating variables. Therefore, the 

leading edge of the action potential is attributed to an increase in 

the value of conductance of the slow inward channel (g , ) which is in 
si 

turn, due to a relatively rapid increase in the gating activation 

variable d according to equation (2.5). The major factor contribut¬ 

ing to spike amplitude limitation and the repolarization phase of the 

action potential is the dynamics of the inactivation gating variable 

f of the slow inward channel. From fig. 4.1c it can be seen that the 

I- system (activation variable s) is active throughout the normal 

*2 

range of values of V while the I system (activation variable x*) 
m 1 

is active primarily during the spike of the action potential. Thus, 

the strength of the pacemaking I_ current is primarily dependent on 

*2 

the i- current-voltage characteristic (equation (2.7)), while the 
*2 
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strength of I is determined by a combination of the z4 activation 

*i 1 

variable and the current-voltage characteristic (equation (2.8))« 

Figure 4.3a shows the temporal course o£ total transmembrane 

current I 1A response to depolarizing voltage clamp steps of dif¬ 

ferent magnitude delivered from a holding potential of -45 mV. The 

number to the right of each curve represents the clamp potential in 

mV. The major components of the response are an early inward current 

carried by the slow^inward channel and a late outward current carried 

primarily by the potassium channels. The early inward current is 

quite prominent in fig. 4.3a with clamping voltages in the range -20 

i V i 0 mV; however with larger depolarizations the slow inward 
m 

channel tends toward inactivation, and the late outward current 

becomes predominant (see for example fig. 4.3a at a clamping voltage 

of +10 mV). These results are in general agreement with the experi¬ 

mental findings of Noma, et al. [41, 42, 47, 44]. 
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Figure 4.3 
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Figure 4*3: (a) Total transmembrane current I in response to vol¬ 

tage steps of different magnitudes from a bolding potential of 

-45 mV. The upper set of curves depict tbe time course of V 
m 

during tbe clamping procedure. Tbe numbers to tbe right of each 

curve are tbe clamp voltages in mV. The abscissa is divided 

into intervals of 10 ms. (b) Early (curve 1) and late (curve 2) 

membrane current-voltage relationships for tbe SA node cell mem¬ 

brane. Curve 3 is a phase plane representation of tbe transmem¬ 

brane current-voltage relationship for a normal SÀ node cycle. 

Time advances in tbe direction of tbe arrovs on curve 3. See 

text. 
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The membrane current-voltage (I - V^) relationships are plot¬ 

ted in fig. 4.3b. As in the studies of Noma and Irisawa (e.g. [41],, 

fig. 8), the peak amplitude of the early inward current during depo¬ 

larization and the amplitude of the inward current 10 ms after the 

onset of hyperpolarization from the holding potential of -45 mV, were 

plotted as a single curve (curve 1). The maximum value of the early 

inward current was reached at approximately -10 mV and was calculated 

2 
to be 11.0 pA/cm ; the positive slope of this I ^ - V^ curve inter¬ 

sects the abscissa at around +20 mV. Curve 2 represents the 

transmembrane current flowing at 300 ms after the onset of each of 

the clamp steps, at a time when the inward current is largely inac¬ 

tivated. Curve 3 is a phase plot of the 1^ . — V relationship dur- 
tot m 

ing normal SA node rhythm. This plot is somewhat analogous to the 

dVffl 

phase-plane plot (“77” - V ), since the total transmembrane current 
ut m 

I is directly related to the derivative of the transmembrane vol- 

dV 
tage time is implicit in this .diagram and increases in the 

direction indicated by arrows associated with this curve. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the temporal relationships between the 

transmembrane potential V (t) and the total transmembrane conductance 
m 

and current 1^ . under normal free-running conditions. The com- 
tot 

ponents of the total transmembrane current 

(I L. , I_ , I_ and I ) are also shown in this figure along with 
si Na JL x4 
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the temporal courses of the components of the total transmembrane 

conductance g^^. Figure 4.4c shows that the dynamics of the slow- 

inward channel play a role during the entire spike of the membrane 

action potential, while changes in I occur only during the plateau 
K1 

region. The I channel is clearly responsible for repolarization, 
X1 

and the slow diastolic phase is produced by L . Note in the latter 
*2 

case that the slow inward current I , and I are nearly zero for ,i 
much of the diastolic period and the background currents Ig and I#^a 

are essentially constant. Thus, I. is the only current component 

*2 

with a significant temporal variation during diastole. 
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Figure 4.4 
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Figure 4.4: Temporal relationships between the transmembrane voltage 

V (a)* and the total transmembrane current I . (b), and con- 
m tot 

ductance g (d). The components of the total transmembrane 

current and conductance are also shown in (c) and (d), respec¬ 

tively* In (b) and (c) outward currents are positive, and 

inward currents are negative. 
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In fig. 4.5a the responses of the SA node membrane model to 

brief depolarizing current pulses are shown. Square current pulses 

30 ms in duration and of graded amplitude are applied to the free- 

running membrane model (period 362 ms) at a point that is 120 ms into 

the nodal cycle. This corresponds to a time point in the late repo¬ 

larization phase of the action potential, and is measured relative to 

the occurrence of the half-amplitude potential which is an 

approximation of the excitation threshold of the SA node membrane 

that is utilized as a criterion to distinguish between primary and 

latent pacemaker activity in the SA node, and hence to determine the 

sequence of electrical activation within the node (see for example 

Bleeker, et al. [4]). As seen in fig. 4.5a, as stimulus intensity 

is increased, cycle length is first lengthened (pulses 1,2), and then 

shortened (pulses 3,4). The time of occurrence of the half-amplitude 

potential on the leading edge of the action potential is denoted on 

the abscissa; C indicates the occurrence of the normal control action 

potential waveform, while the occurrence of other waveforms are num¬ 

bered. The increase in cycle length produced by the weaker stimuli 

(pulses 1,2) is caused by the delay of full repolarization seen in 

this figure. The acceleration induced by the stronger depolarizing 

pulses (3,4) occurs because the stimulation current prematurely 

drives the transmembrane voltage into the range where the slow inward 

channel is active (see fig. 4.5a and 4.6a). 
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Figure 4.5: The effects of brief current pulses of constant duration 
(30 ms) and varying intensity on pacemaker activity. The time 

of occurrence of V. * on the leading edge of each action 
nx amp 

potential is indicated on the abscissa; C denotes the time of 
occurrence of V, * for the control waveform. The five super- 

hf amp 

imposed waveforms in (a) depict the control and stimulated 
2 

waveforms for depolarizing pulses (2, 4, 5, and 6 pA/cm ); (b) 

shows the waveforms for hyperpolarizing pulses (2, 4, 6, 8, and 
2 

10 jiA/cm )• The horizontal calibration bars represent 50 mV. 
The top of the vertical calibration bars also represents the 0 
mV level for each figure. 
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When hvpernolarizing 30 ms pulses of varying amplitude are 

applied at the same instant in the nodal cycle as for depolarizing 

pulses» acceleration occurs (see fig. 4.5b and 4.6b). The shortening 

of the cycle induced by the stimulation is due to a combination of 

factors which are quite different from those responsible for the 

acceleration in the depolarizing case. 

Stronger depolarizing currents (pulses 3 and 4) produce a shor¬ 

tening of the cycle length since the transmembrane voltage is driven 

into a voltage region where the slow inward channel is activated. 

The peak amplitude and upstroke velocity of the action potentials 

produced by these pulses are smaller than the amplitude and the 

upstroke velocity of the control action potential» or those in 

response to pulses 1 and 2. In analyzing this effect» it is impor¬ 

tant to note that the slow inward channel inactivation gating vari¬ 

able f is approximately ten times slower than the activation variable 

d. Due to this difference in the time constants of the variables d 

and f» d follows a the change in transmembrane voltage in the latter 

phase of repolarization much more quickly than f. With the applica¬ 

tion of a depolarizing stimulus late in the repolarization phase» the 

transmembrane voltage is driven into a range where d may again 

increase giving rise to the leading edge of an action potential. At 

the time of application of the pulse» the value of f is much smaller 

than the value encountered in a normal control action potential at 

the end of the diastolic period. Since f starts from a smaller value 

at the time of pulse application» the channel is inactivated more 
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quickly, producing a decreased upstroke velocity and peak amplitude 

for the resultant action potential. 

With the application of hyperpolarizing pulses of varying ampli¬ 

tude at the same time point in the repolarization phase, the maximum 

diastolic potential achieved is greater than that encountered in the 

control action potential. Due to the greater level of hyperpolariza¬ 

tion, the gating variable s associated with the I_ channel, decays 

*2 

more rapidly since its time constant is also voltage dependent. In 

addition, the transmembrane voltage is in a range where the sodium 

system becomes active and so a new inward current is activated. The 

magnitude of this current is small, but it augments the depolarizing 

effect of the decaying outward current I • These effects combine to 
*2 

shorten the diastolic period and consequently shorten the cycle 

length. 

With regard to the slow inward system, the hyperpolarizing 

effect produced by these stimulating pulses increases the magnitude 

of f and decreases the value of its time constant relative to those 

values associated with the control action potential. Upon initiation 

of the action potential the upstroke velocity and the peak of the 

action potential are increased due to the fact that the inactivation 

variable f has a larger value than normal, and therefore the slow 

inward channel is less easily inactivated than in the case of the 

control action potential. It is clear from fig. 4.5 that the percen¬ 

tile change in the cycle length in response to an injected current 
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pulse is greater in the case of the depolarizing stimulus. This 

interpretation must be viewed with caution however, since the 

specific response of the membrane is highly dependent on the particu¬ 

lar point in the cycle at which the stimulus is delivered. This will 

be discussed later in connection with the depolarizing and hyperpo- 

larizing "phase response curves" of fig. 4.8. 

Figure 4.6a illustrates the effects of depolarizing current 

2 
pulses of constant strength (6|iA/cm ) but varying duration, with the 

stimulus applied at a constant position in the cardiac cycle (120 ms 

into the cycle). The control period is once again 362 ms and as the 

duration of the current pulse is increased the cycle length is ini¬ 

tially lengthened and then progressively shortened. The numbers on 

the abscissa of this figure indicate the time of occurrence of V- * 
hf amp 

as in fig. 4.5. As pulse duration is increased, the degree of 

stimulus-induced diastolic depolarization increases accordingly. The 

explanation of these effects in terms of the model parameters is 

largely the same as that for fig. 4.5. In fact, figures 4.5 and 4.6 

indicate that there is a strength-duration relationship at play here, 

since practically the same effect on cycle length may be produced by 

using brief intense stimuli or longer duration less intense stimuli. 

2 
One will note for example, that in fig 4.5a pulse 1 (2 jiA/cm for 30 

ms) produces essentially the same effect on cycle length and the 

shape of the resulting action potential, as pulse 1 in fig. 4.6a (6 

2 
HA/cm for 10 ms). For each set of similar action potentials in fig- 
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ures 4.5a and 4.6a the product of the stimulus intensity and duration 

is a constant, as it should be for an excitable system obeying a 

strength-duration relationship. This statement applies as well to 

figures 4.5b and 4.6b for hyperpolarizing pulses. In both cases how¬ 

ever, this relation applies over only a limited range of pulse dura¬ 

tions and intensities. 
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Figure 4.6 
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Figure 4.6: Effects of 6jxA/cm pulses of varying duration with a 

constant time of stimulus application in the cycle (120 ms from 
Vjifa^p) • The durations of the stimuli are: (a) 10, 20, 25, 30 

ms,, and (b) 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 ms», respectively» Same 
notation as fig» 4,5» See text for details. 
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Figure 4.6b shows the model output for a similar hyperpolarizing 

stimulation protocol; up to the point at which the effects saturates» 

an increase in pulse duration leads to a shorter cycle length. The 

saturation effect occurs for two reasons: (1) stimulation of a given 

strength will produce a certain degree of diastolic hyperpolariza¬ 

tion» which in turn has an effect on the recovery from inactivation 

of the slow inward system» and (2) once the maximum diastolic hyper¬ 

polarization has been attained» the primary determinant of the cycle 

length is the turn-off time of the pulse. This is better seen in 

fig. 4.7 which is constructed in the same manner figs. 4.5b and 4.6b» 

2 
but the stimulus intensity has been reduced to 2 jiA/cm so that the 

maximum level of the diastolic hyperpolarization effect may be seen 

more clearly. This maximum level is primarily the effect of a bal¬ 

ance in the hyperpolarizing stimulating current and the sodium leak¬ 

age current As stimulus intensity is increased» this maximum 

level of diastolic hyperpolarization is achieved at progressively 

more negative values of membrane potentials. Indeed» if the pulse is 

left on for a sufficient period of time» the progressive shortening 

of the cycle will reverse» and the cycle will begin to lengthen again 

(fig 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7: This family of action potentials illustrates the effect 

2 
of prolonged 2jiA/cm hyperpolarizing current pulses on the time 

course of the membrane action potential. The stimulus durations 

used are 60* 80* 90* 110* 130* and 150 ms. The stimulus 

delivery time is 120 ms into the node cycle. Pulses up to 80 ms 

in duration result in progressively greater accelerations of the 

cycle. Between 80 and 90 ms though the acceleration trend 

saturates and then reverses. Note that during stimulation the 

transmembrane voltage reaches a maximum level of hyperpolariz- 

tion and then starts to depolarize again even though the 

stimulus current is still flowing. 
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The phase response curves (PRC) shovn in fig. 4.8 illustrate the 

sensitivity of the model to stimulation of fixed duration (10 ms) and 

2 
varying strength (8, 12 , and 16 |iA/cm ), delivered at various times 

in the cycle. Depending on the time of stimulus delivery, the period 

of the model SA node rhythm will increase or decrease. Fig. 4.8a 

shows that a hyperpolarizing stimulus delivered in the first 10% of 

the cycle (measured from V. r ) will slightly prolong the cycle (12% 
Hi amp 

2 
for a 16 pA/cm stimulation). This phase proceeds the peak of the 

action potential (see fig 4.8a). If a stimulus is delivered during 

dV 
the declining phase of the action potential (i.e., ~TT~ negative), the 

at 

cycle will be shortened thereby effecting an acceleration of the 

beat. For a stimulus delivered during the slow depolarization phase 

leading to the upstroke of the action potential, the cycle is 

dVm 
lengthened once again. Roughly speaking, when ~7r~ is positive the 

at 

cycle is lengthened, and when it is negative the cycle is shortened. 

From equation (2.12) one may note that for a stimulation current 

I 
stim 

(t) » 

C 
m 

- 

1
 . . 1 
stim 

-[ I 
tot *stim^ (4.1) 

where the 

(control) 

I. are the ionic currents and I ^ in the free-running 
l tot 

case is given in fig. 4.4b and it may be seen to be very 

dV 
 m 

dt # similar to a waveform for - From equation (4.1) and this figure 
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it can be seen that the phase sensitivity of the cell membrane 

depends on the value of 1^ . when the test stimulation pulse is 
tot 

applied to the cell. For a hyperpolarizing pulse of current, inward 

values of are opposed and outward values enhanced. For example, 

when a hyperpolarizing current is applied during the first 10% or the 

last 40% of the cycle, I . , opposes a strong inward value of I ^ 
st im tot 

(fig, 4,4b), Inward current is diminished and the cycle is pro¬ 

longed, When the same stimulus is given during the interval (10-60%) 

of the cycle, I , augments the established outward currents, which 
st im 

enhances repolarization and the maximum diastolic potential. As 

shown in fig, 4,5b this leads to an acceleration of the beat. The 

underlying basis of this effect is a relative strengthening of the 

slow inward system (I ,); and if the hyperpolarization is strong 
si 

enough, by an activation of the inward sodium system (1^) as well. 
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Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.8: Phase response curves for hyperpolarizing (a) and depo¬ 

larizing (b) 10 ms current pulses delivered at various times 

2 
across the cycle* The stimulus amplitudes are 8, 12, 16 |xA/cm 

and the graded nature of the response is evident from the fig¬ 

ure. The abscissa is divided into segments that represent 25% 

increases or decreases in the normal cycle length* The free- 

running action potential V is also shovn in (a). See text* 
m 
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Figure 4.8b shows the calculated PRC for 10 ms depolarizing 

pulses. Application of the stimulus during the first 15% and the 

last 60% of the cycle brings about a shortening of the cycle due to a 

depolarization of the membrane to a level where the slow inward (I 

component of 1^ nay dominate and result in an action potential. 

Stimulation during the interval from 15% to 35-40% of the cycle 

brings about a prolongation of the cycle, since the repolarization 

phase is prolonged due to the influence of the depolarizing stimulus 

pulse. The effect observed from this phase response curve due to a 

brief stimulation applied between 10 and 15% of the cycle (i.e., at 

the peak of the action potential and slightly beyond), is one of 

acceleration; however its explanation is more involved. Vith stimu¬ 

lation prior to the peak, the I , component of I ^ is increased, as 
si tot 

is the peak value of V that is achieved. Vith greater levels of 
m 

depolarization there is a gradual diminishment in the value of I 

due to the combined effect of f decreasing to a smaller than normal 

value and the fact that the term gr^d# (equation (2.5) and table 

2.1) actually diminishes at higher levels of depolarization. There¬ 

fore, with depolarizing stimulations occurring at the peak of the 

action potential and slightly beyond, I , is reduced substantially 
si 

due to the behavior of d’(V ), causing the repolarization currents 
m 

(principally 1^ ) to dominate and bring about an early repolariza¬ 

tion. This results in an acceleration effect relative to the control 
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cycle. 

In constructing the phase response curves, the duration of the 

test pulse used by Jalife, et al. [26], seemed to be a relatively 

large fraction of the model cycle length (10-16%). Therefore, a 

scanning pulse of 10 ms duration (2.8% of the model cycle length) was 

used to construct the PRC's in fig. 4.8. Jalife, et al. correspond¬ 

ingly used a stimulus of 50 ms (approx. 9.5% of the preparation cycle 

length). There is a much better agreement between the PRC modeling 

results and the experimental findings of Jalife, et al. for depolar¬ 

izing stimuli, than for hyperpolarizing stimuli. The experimental 

phase response curve constructed for hyperpolarizing stimuli ([26], 

fig. 6a) does not grade with stimulus intensity in an as regular 

fashion, as does the PRC for depolarizing stimuli. The model results 

indicate a regular gradation in response to increased stimulus inten¬ 

sity for stimuli of both polarities. In addition, Jalife, et al. do 

not predict the rather pronounced acceleratory effect that is seen in 

this figure ([26], fig. 6a) in the range 30-80% of the cycle length. 

The curves in this figure cross one another in an unexplained 

fashion, and for larger hyperpolarizing stimuli, seem to indicate 

that for the largest part of the cycle, hyperpolarizing stimuli pro¬ 

duce acceleratory effects. 

4,.2. Muscarinic Channel Model Characteristics 

The true time course of membrane hyperpolarization produced by 

vagal stimulation cannot, of course, be determined in a SA node cell 

membrane exhibiting free-running oscillation. Experimentally one 
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might add appropriate amounts of TTX and verapamil to the bathing 

solution of an isolated node preparation in order to block the fast 

and slow inward currents; in the SA node membrane model, the 

appropriate conductances (g^, gg^) are simply set equal to zero to 

simulate the effect of blocking these channels with drugs. 

The effect of a single burst vagal stimulation of the simulated 

quiescent SA node cell membrane is shown in fig. 4.9. In fig. 4.9a, 

the model responses to a single vagal stimulus are shown, including 

the waveforms for ACh concentration at the receptor site on the mem¬ 

brane surface (A)t)), the muscarinic channel current density I (A,t) 
a 

and the resultant transmembrane voltage change AV (t). Figure 4.9b 
m 

illustrates the effects of single burst vagal stimuli on transmem¬ 

brane voltage, for 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 pulses per burst (ppb). It 

can also be seen that the graded response of the model exhibits a 

pronounced saturation effect beyond 5 ppb. The model generated 

curves of fig. 4.9b are in general agreement with the experimental 

results of Jalife and Moe [25] for the isolated SA node of the kit¬ 

ten 
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Figure 4.9a 
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Figure 4.9: Temporal response of the model to a single (a) and mul¬ 
tiple uniformly-spaced (b) vagal stimuli. In (a), A(t) is the 
AGh concentration, 1^ is the muscarinic channel current density, 

and V is the time course of the change in transmembrane vol¬ 

tage, when the inward currents 1^ and I are block. The 

transmembrane voltage change in response to single vagal bursts 
consisting of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 pulses per burst (ppb) are shown 
in (b). The pulses are uniformly-spaced at an interspike inter¬ 
val of 10 ms. 
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When the muscarinic channel is activated it contributes a rela¬ 

tively small current as can be seen from fig* 4.9a. The magnitude of 

this current is of course dependent on the number of vagal stimuli 

delivered per burst* For example, a stimulation consisting of 9 ppb 

produces a peak muscarinic channel current (I ) that is less than 1 
a 

2 
jiA/cm • Therefore, the effectiveness of I in producing a hyperpo- 

a 

larizing effect is highly dependent on the phasic relationship 

between the onset of 1^ and the control heart period. For example, 

if the onset of 1^ were to coincide with the descending phase of the 

action potential or the occurrence of the maximum diastolic poten¬ 

tial, 1^ would sum with the existing outward currents to produce a 

greater hyperpolarization effect than is seen in the control case, 

thereby lengthening the cycle. This seen even more clearly in fig* 

4*10 which shows the temporal relationships between the transmembrane 

voltage V (t), the total transmembrane current I (t), and the mus- 
m tot 

carinic channel current I (t), as a single vagal burst (5 ppb) is 
a 

delivered at two points in the heart cycle. 
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Figure 4.10: Temporal relationships between V (t), I . and the 
in tot 

muscarinic channel current density I (t), as a single vagal 
a 

burst (5 ppb) is delivered at two different points in the heart 

cycle. In (a), the stimulus is delivered with a delay p of 83 

ms measured from the half-amplitude point of the second heat in 

the sequence, and in (b) the delay p is 203 ms. 
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In fig. 4.10a the stimulus is delivered with a delay (0) of 83 

ms measured from the half amplitude point of the second beat in the 

sequence. The onset of the small muscarinic channel current coin¬ 

cides roughly with the time of maximum diastolic depolarization* The 

outward muscarinic current# although small# is able to keep the total 

transmembrane current at low subthreshold levels for a considerable 

time; the cycle length is increased from 362 ms to 792 ms* As the 

muscarinic current slowly decays# total transmembrane current gradu¬ 

ally becomes more negative due to the presence of the slow inward 

current I ,. When this later channel current dominates an action 
si 

potential ensues* One will note however that upstroke velocity and 

the peak of the action potential are greater than the control values# 

analogous changes are seen in the I waveform* In the model this 

is due to the behavior of the activation (d) and inactivation (f) 

gating variables for the slow inward channel* In particular# the 

proceeding hyperpolarization brought about by muscarinic channel 

activation# moves f to higher values along its steady-state inactiva¬ 

tion curve (£) • Also the time constant associated with f is much 

slower than that for the activation variable d* Therefore# when an 

action potential takes place# the overall channel conductance is 

greater and the inactivation lags behind the activation to a greater 

degree than normal resulting in a faster upstroke velocity and a 

greater peak value for both and I t* 

In fig* 4.10b# the vagal stimulus is delivered in the second 

beat with a delay (0) of 203 ms* This stimulus time occurs just 
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after the time of maximum diastolic potential, as indicated on the 

transmembrane voltage waveform. After the usual delay of approxi¬ 

mately 90 ms, the muscarinic channel is activated and the outward 

current Ift increases. In the meantime however, transmembrane voltage 

has increased steadily toward the firing line. In this case, the 

muscarinic current is sufficiently strong to counteract the influence 

of the small inward current seen throughout most of phase 4, and 

actually bring about the reversal of the total transmembrane current. 

As a result of this outward current, transmembrane voltage is 

decreased to a level slightly below the maximum diastolic potential 

of the control cycle. As the muscarinic current slowly decreases, 

and 1^ . drifts to negative values, the slow inward channel becomes 
tot 

fully activated, and the third beat of the sequence is produced. Due 

to the state of relative hyperpolarization that exists prior to full 

activation of the slow inward channel, the upstroke velocity and peak 

amplitude are also increased. The explanation of this phenomenon in 

terms of channel gating variables is essentially identical to that 

given previously in connection with fig. 4.10a. 

There are two additional points regarding fig. 4.10 that are of 

interest. First, it is the stimulus that is delivered later in the 

cycle which results in a biphasic subthreshold phase 4 depolarization 

(fig. 4.10b), and ultimately brings about the greatest lengthening of 

the heart period. For example, with the same stimulus applied 120 ms 

later than in fig. 4.10a, the cycle length increased to 925 ms in 

fig. 4.10b, as opposed to 792 ms produced by the earlier stimulus 
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shown in fig. 4.10a« Clearly» there is a more complex interaction 

between the channel currents which consumes time» in the case dep¬ 

icted in fig* 4«10b* Secondly» when an action potential occurs in 

the presence of an established muscarinic current» both an increase 

in the magnitude of the muscarinic current as well as» its rate of 

decay are seen* The magnitude increases since the term (V^ - E^) in 

equation (2*32) increases during the spike portion of the action 

potential. The time constant associated with the decay of 1^ is 

determined by the function a given in equations (2*27)» (2*30)» 

and (2*31). Note that the term 0 depends only on ACh concentration 

A(t)» and is considered independent of transmembrane voltage* As V 
m 

increases a also increases» and the time constant decreases* The 

muscarinic current» therefore falls off more quickly during the spike 

portion of the action potential* Thus» even though the muscarinic 

current is seen to decay very slowly in the time period between I 
a 

channel activation and the succeeding action potential» the 

occurrence of each subsequent action potential spike significantly 

decreases the muscarinic current available (e*g*» see fig* 4.10a and 

4.10b). 

Figure 4*11 again demonstrates that the amplitude of the ACh- 

induced membrane hyperpolarization is dependent on the particular 

portion of the cycle in which the vagal stimulus is delivered (i*e*» 

it is phase sensitive). The figure illustrates the model response to 

a single vagal burst (5 ppb) applied with various delays (43» 163» 
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209, and 243 ms) after the last spontaneous discharge* In fig* 4.11a 

the vagal stimulus occurs early in the second cycle ( ^ - 43 ms) and 

the effect is to increase the magnitude of the maximum diastolic 

potential and lower the rate of depolarization in the slow depolari¬ 

zation phase* The cycle length is correspondingly increased from 362 

ms to 751 ms* When the stimulus is delivered closer to the time of 

occurrence of the maximum diastolic potential a more complex, 

subthreshold, biphasic response is seen in the slow depolarization 

phase, and the cycle length is increased to 874 ms* The explanation 

of this biphasic depolarization-hyperpolarization sequence in terms 

of membrane channel currents has been discussed previously in connec¬ 

tion with fig* 4*10b* In fig* 4*llc the vagal stimulus is applied a 

little later in the cycle (0 = 209 ms), at a point only 6 ms later 

than the stimulus delivery time seen in fig. 4*10b (0 * 203 ms)* In 

the latter case, a relatively large biphasic response is exhibited in 

the slow depolarization phase, while with a slightly greater delay 0 

of 209 ms the muscarinic current has not become sufficiently large to 

prevent the depolarization of the membrane to the firing line* It 

does, however, provide a small inhibitory effect late in the slow 

depolarization phase which results in a decrease in the upstroke 

velocity and peak amplitude of the succeeding action potential. The 

effect of this vagal stimulus is to slow the second and especially 

the third beat of the sequence* In fig* 4*lld the vagal stimulus is 

delivered still later in the cycle* Consequently, the second beat is 

only slightly lengthened, and the major effect occurs in the 

lengthening of the third beat* These model-generated transmembrane 
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voltage waveforms are quite consistent with, the experimental findings 

of Jalife and Moe ([25]» fig. 3). The major difference between the 

model data and the data from Jalife and Moe is that the model is 

based on rabbit data while they used kittens which exhibited a much 

longer basic cycle length. 



Figure 4*11 
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Figure 4.11: The phase sensitivity of the innervated SA node mem¬ 

brane model is clearly shown in this figure as single-burst 

vagal stimuli (5 ppb) are applied with various stimulus delays 

(0): (a) 43, (b) 163, (c) 209, (d) 243 ms. The relationship 

between the latency of hyperpolarization (Z 90 ms) and the phase 

sensitivity of the model is also demonstrated. This latency is 

a major contributor to the "no-effect" period associated with 

the cycle in which the stimulus is delivered. See text. 
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Thus, in fig. 4.11 the vagal stimulus is always applied in the 

second cycle of the sequence, and depending on the phase p associated 

with the stimulus, it is more or less effective. For smaller values 

of delay as in fig. 4.11a and 4.11b, the stimulus is quite effective 

resulting in cycle lengthes that are increased by 107% and 141%, 

respectively. In these cases a beat has been dropped. It is the 

beat that would have resulted from the slow diastolic depolarization 

seen in figures 4.11b, 4.10b, and 4.10c had there been no stimulus. 

Consequently, the beat most effected by the vagal stimulus may be the 

second beat of the sequence (as in figs. 4.11a and 4.11b), or the 

third beat (as in figs. 4.13c and 4.13d). Note however, that the 

beat following the ''affected1' beat, whether it be the second or 

third, has a cycle length that tends to be constant regardless of the 

value of p employed in the stimulation. This cycle length is approx¬ 

imately 3 84 ms, regardless of whether it is the third or fourth beat 

in the sequence. This phenomenon has some import with respect to the 

interpretation of the vagal effect curves, as they are constructed 

for model-generated or experimental data, as will be discussed later. 

Efferent vagal activity tends to be burst like and clustered 

into certain phases of the cardiac cycle; this has been well demon¬ 

strated in the literature (e.g. [27, 28])., It has also been demon¬ 

strated that a single stimulus applied to the carotid sinus nerve, 

appears reflexly as a discrete burst of impulses in efferent cardiac 

vagal fibers [23, 24]. This natural grouping of efferent vagal 

activity in reflects the periodic stimulation of the baroreceptors by 
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the arterial pulse wave, and as shown by Levy and Zieske [31], the 

discharge of the SA node pacemaker becomes synchronized with the 

neural activity in the baroreceptor reflex arc* 

As the result of this phase-dependency of the pacemaker, a 

number of phenomena may be observed in response to either repetitive 

or single-burst vagal stimulation patterns (e.g*, [6, 30, 14, 36, 57, 

15])* For example, single burst vagal stimulation patterns are used 

to study the transient nature of the phase-dependency of the SA node 

pacemaker, while repetitive burst stimulation patterns, run at vari¬ 

ous repetition frequencies, are used to study its steady-state 

behavior* In transient studies, the delay f of the onset of vagal 

stimulation may be varied over the interval -p i f i PQ - p where PQ 

is the control heart period of the nodal oscillator and the period p 

is referred to as the “no effect" period (see e*g*, [14, 13])* This 

“no effect" period is attributed to a number of factors but most 

importantly, to the latency ( approx* 90 ms) associated with the mus¬ 

carinic membrane channel described earlier* It is well known for 

example, that cellular responses mediated by muscarinic ACh receptors 

are several orders of magnitude slower than events mediated by 

nicotinic ACh receptors (e.g*, [51, 17, 50])* 

Since a single vagal burst is capable of affecting the heart 

period for several successive beats, a normalized heart period (y*) 

associated with the k^ beat is defined as 
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for k -1,2 * m (4.2) 

where P* is the k~ heart period following the occurrence of the sin¬ 

gle vagal burst delivered with a delay i = 1, 2, ... somewhere in 

the first (or test) cycle. When information regarding the effect of 

vagal stimulation on the first heart cycle is required, phase 

response curves (PRC's) are constructed. In this case, equation 

(4.2) reduces to 

Figure 4.12 summarizes the phase sensitivity of the SA node membrane 

model for single burst vagal stimuli containing different numbers of 

uniformly spaced stimuli. The family of phase response curves grade 

nonlinearly with increasing numbers of vagal impulses per burst, 

exhibiting strong saturation effects beyond 5 ppb. A functional no 

effect period (p) of .4 PQ is well demonstrated where P^ is the con¬ 

trol heart period (362 ms). One will note that the functional no¬ 

effect period is greater than the delay involved in activating the 

muscarinic channel (fig. 4.10). This latter delay is approximately 

90 ms or .25 PQ. These phase response curves are quite similar to 

(4.3) 

those obtained by other investigators such as Jalife and Hoe ([25] 

fig. 4), and Dong and Reitz [14]. 
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Figure 4.12 
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Figure 4«12: A family of model generated phase response curves 

(PRC's) constructed by first selecting the number of vagal 

stimuli to be given per burst» and then applying the stimulus to 

the model with a test delay (p). Several tests are made to con¬ 

struct a curve within the family of curves. The output response 

of the model is given in terms of a normalized change in the 

first heart period p* (equ. (4.3))» that is» the period in which 

the stimulus is delivered. The points designated 

A^» B^» C and correspond with the occurrence of the fist 

action potential in each of the four waveforms in figure 4.11. 

p and L designate the functional "no effect" period and the 

channel latent period» respectively. See text for details. 
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The transient effect of a single vagal burst on several succès* 

sive heart beats is usually plotted in terms of a "vagal effect" 

curve (16, 30, 56, 51, 15])* This curve represent the alignment of 

temporal sequences of heart periods (following single burst vagal 

stimulation) with respect to the onset of the particular vagal stimu¬ 

lation ( at la a "vagal effect" curve discrete points (t^, y^) 

for k * 1, 2, 3, ... are plotted where y^ is the normalized heart 

period given by (4*2) and discrete post-stimulus time t^ is given by 

Ipj - 
i=l J 

(4.4) 

where represents the i— selection for stimulus delay. In order 

to assist in the interpretation of this type of plot, results of a 

single model experiment will be shown in fig. 4.13, followed by the 

graphical presentation of the complete set of model data in fig. 

4.14. These "vagal effect" curves have been constructed according to 

the conventional method of Brown and Eccles [6] rather than other 

methods such as those described by Jalife and Hoe [25]. Both methods 

contain the same information. 

Figure 4.13 is a vagal effect curve constructed to demonstrate 

the effect of a single vagal burst of 5 ppb, on four consecutive 

heart periods y^ for k * 1, 2, 3, 4. Considering at first only the 

effect on the first heart period, the data to be plotted in the vagal 

effect curve is actually contained in the phase response curve for 5 
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ppb given in fig. 4.12. For stimuli with relatively large delays («6 

PQ < £ _£ PQ) the changes in heart period are small, and they map into 

the first set of data points encountered in the vagal effect curve. 

For example, the delays 0 ® 209 and 243 ms used in connection with 

figs. 4.11c and 4.11d are relatively large delays and lie in this 

region (.6 < 0 i. PQ)• The normalized heart periods associated 

with the first beat after delivery of the vagal stimulus in figs. 

4.11c and 4.lid are labeled and D^, respectively, and they are 

indicated on the appropriate portion of both the vagal effect curve 

(fig. 4.13), and the phase response curve (fig. 4.12). For vagal 

stimuli in the range (-.25 PQ 0 L *6 PQ), the changes in heart 

period are relatively large, with the greatest change taking place at 

0 ® .6 PQ. This data corresponds to points on the approximately 

linear portion of the phase response curve for 5 ppb in fig 4.14. 

The delays of 0 * 43 and 163 ms associated with figs. 4.13a and 

4.13b, respectively, fall into this range and the associated normal¬ 

ized heart periods for the first beat after delivery of the vagal 

stimulus are labeled and B^. The locus of points on the approxi¬ 

mately linear portion of the PRC for 5 ppb corresponds to the nearly 

vertical line seen in the vagal effect curve of fig* 4.13. The gap 

in the data in this curve typified by the separation of data points 

A^, B^, and C^, is produced by the very steep slope associated 

with the transition region in the PRC (fig. 4.12) between the maximum 

delay of the cycle (0 = .6 PQ), and the no effect period (0 > .6 P^)• 
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Figure 4.13 
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Figure 4.13: "Vagal effect" curve shoving the effect of a single 

vagal burst (5 ppb) on four successive heart periods* p desig¬ 

nates the functional "no effect" period. The letters (e.g., 

A^, A^, A^) mark the occurrence of the first three or four 

action potentials in the waveforms in fig. 4.11. See text for 

explanation. 
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The second and later beats are represented by points in fig* 

4*13 that tend to cluster in groups. With regard to the data shown 

in fig. 4.11» the normalized heart periods associated with the second 

beat following vagal stimulation are labeled A^» B^, C^, and D^» and 

are also shown in fig. 4.13. Note that C^ and lie in a different 

cluster of points than and B^. Their relative position reflects 

the fact that rather large stimulus delays p used in connection with 

figs. 4.11c and 4.lid» or points and D^» produced little effect on 

the first beat and a moderate slowing effect on the second beat. On 

the other hand the delays employed in connection with figs. 4.11a and 

4.lib» produced their major effect on the first beat 

(Ai» >> A^» B^). The tight clustering of the points in fig. 4.13 

at larger values of normalized time» indicated the constancy of the 

heart periods at particular times after delivery of the vagal 

stimulus (t^ a 0)» regardless of the post-stimulus beat number. For 

example» the first tight cluster contains points A^ and B^ as well as 

C4 and D4. The following cluster contains points A.» B.» C.» D.» and 
3 3 3 3 4 4 

so on. 

Figure 4.14 shows a family of vagal effect curves obtained by 

driving the SA node membrane model with single burst vagal stimuli 

containing different numbers of uniformly spaced stimuli. The solid 

line used in each of the component curves represents a line passed 

through the locus of clustered points (fig. 4.13) comprising the 
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vagal effect curve* Representation by lines greatly simplifies the 

presentation of the behavior of the family of curves, but at the same 

time is not intended to imply that these lines represents a continuum 

of points* Vagal effect curves are clusters of unconnected points* 

From this figure, the model response to applied vagal stimuli can be 

seen to grade nonlinearly with increasing numbers of impulses 

delivered in the vagal burst, and a saturation effect is well demon¬ 

strated beyond 5 ppb* An overlap in the end of the first beat 

effects and the beginning of second beat effects is also indicated on 

the figure. This overlap region is due to the no effect period in 

the heart cycle. An equivalent overlap region occurs for higher 

beats as well* 
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Figure 4.14: Family of model generated "vagal effect" curves. The 

solid lines used in each of the component curves* represent a 

line passed through the clustered points seen in the single 

curve of fig. 4.13. See text for details. 



CHAPTER 5 

■aiy and Conclusions 

The model of a representative patch of SÀ node primary pacemaker 

membrane presented in this thesis mimics in a quite successful manner 

a wide range of published experimental results. This model was drawn 

largely from the M-N-T model of cardiac Purkinj e fiber [36] • The 

modifications made to the H-N-T model were based on published data 

from Noma, et al. [42, 41, 47, 44, 43, 45, 46, 48], Bleeker, et al. 

[4], and Jalife, et al. [25, 26], plus others to a much lesser 

extent. 

In this study, model development and verification proceeded in 

parallel. If the model response to stimulation deviated from the 

published data from an equivalent in vitro experiment, the model was 

modified and its characteristics were checked again. This was a long 

drawn out process since the union of the channel systems in the 

overall model is synergistic thereby making it impossible to treat 

them in an independent manner. Thus, slight alteration of the 

characteristics of one system generally dictated the re-verification 

of the entire model. 

Vhen the modeling results in chapter 4 are compared with the 

referenced experimental results it becomes obvious that this modeling 

effort has been quite successful. Differences between the model 

response and the published experimental responses may be laid to such 
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1.3. Summary 

This chapter has presented the results of a large number of 

modeling experiments with references to comparable in vitro experi¬ 

mental results from the literature. The agreement of the modeling 

and in vitro results serves to validate the model. The combination 

of close agreement in the form of the close fit of the model action 

potential with Bleeker's recorded action potential [4], and the 

agreement of the various model electrotonic and vagal stimulation 

responses with those reported by Jalife» et al. [25» 26] mark the 

success of the model. 
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factors as the model representing a patch of membrane rather than a 

clump of cells or for that matter the entire node (e.g*» the differ¬ 

ence between the model vagal effect curves and published vagal effect 

curves). There is no way that the simple model presented in this 

study could mimic the complex response that a large group of cells 

would exhibit. On the other hand the model does provide considerable 

insight into the mechanisms underlying the complex responses. This 

is the major strength of this model. The fact that the model mimics 

both the electrophysiological form (i.e.» the ion selective channel 

systems) and the behavior (i.e., voltage clamp and stimulation 

responses) that have been reported shows that it can be a valuable 

tool for use as an adjunct to further electrophysiological studies. 

The model is by no means complete since new experimental results 

are capable of rendering the current form obsolete. However» this 

obsolescence may be rectified by updating the model to agree with the 

new data. This developmental process points to future work that may 

be devoted to the model. For instance» recently published experimen¬ 

tal results [7» 8» 11» 9» 12» 13] suggest that the Ig 

systems should be reinterpreted and be replaced by a modified I_ 
K1 

system and a dynamic inward system which has been labeled 1^. The 

systems based on the two interpretations are functionally similar and 

so show essentially the same gross response characteristics [11» 12]. 

In addition to work on the basic membrane model itself» there is 

much room for work in developing the muscarinic system model to mimic 

» IK » and I' 
2 *1 Na 
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more complex vagal stimulation protocols (e,g,» steady state repeti¬ 

tive stimulation) and the effects of cardiac control system induced 

variations in vagal tone. There is also enough information available 

to suggest hov the effects of norepinephrine might be modeled (e,g,» 

making the voltage dependence of the gating variable s and the the 

conductance of the slow inward system (g *) a function of NE concen- 
$ l 

tration) [7, 8], 

More complex interconnected versions of this model might be used 

to mimic the multicellular organization of the SA node and so possi¬ 

bly mimic the complex phase response of the node, A model such as 

this would require far more computational effort than the present 

model which has already stretched the practical limits of the confi¬ 

guration of the Rice University Department of Electrical Engineering 

PDP-11/45, Some effort could be extended to improve the computa¬ 

tional efficiency of the present model (e,g,» replace the computation 

of the steady state gating variables and time constants (equations 

(4,2)»(4,4)) with a table look up and interpolation scheme) to make 

it a more practical tool to use in a repetitive situation. For exam¬ 

ple» generating a family of phase response curves can be a day or two 

day process if there is much competition for processor time. 

The muscarinic system was one of the few in the model that would 

lend itself to automatic parameter identification as a complete sys¬ 

tem, This is because the muscarinic ACh effect does not play a role 

in the basic SA node cycle. As a system» independent from the basic 

complement of channel systems in the membrane» the muscarinic system 
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vas simple and veil-behaved enough to permit the employment of the 

Marquardt procedure. In contrast* the application of automatic 

parameter identification in the basic model vould have been much more 

difficult due to the tremendous interdependence of the channel 

characteristics. Empirically derived intuition combined vith pub¬ 

lished data guided the selection of the parameter values in the basic 

model. Hovever* for reduced systems such as the muscarinic system or 

the interpretation of voltage clamp data to obtain the gating vari¬ 

able rate functions a (V ) and B (V )* automatic parameter estimation 
y m y m 

schemes such as the Marquardt procedure should be of use as has been 

shovn in this study. 

This modeling study has tvo major contributions to offer: one* 

the model itself vhich should be of use as a research tool; and more 

importantly* the insight into the nature of the ionic mechanisms 

responsible for the electrophysiological behavior of the SA node pri¬ 

mary pacemahing membrane* and indirectly other cardiac tissues as 

veil. This vork is an extension of earlier electrophysiological 

experimental and modeling vork. Hopefully* it can serve as the basis 

for future theoretical and experimental research both on the SA node 

in particular* and on the overall control of the heart in general. 
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APPENDIX A 

Marquardt Parameter Estimation Scheme 

A Marquardt parameter estimation scheme was used in this study 

to identify five parameters in the ACh-activated muscarinic channel 

model* As described in chapter 3 a membrane hyperpolarization 

waveform similar to one that might be recorded in a quiescent memr- 

brane vagal stimulation experiment was synthesized and used as a tar¬ 

get waveform for the parameter estimation scheme* A special version 

of the model program (QNODE) was created which generated an output 

file which contained sampled values of the model membrane hyperpolar¬ 

ization waveform* The difference between the target waveform samples 

and the model generated waveform samples were used to generate an 

error function: 

- f(r»tk) - y(tk) (A.l) 

where f(x#t^) an^ y(t^) are the samples of the model and target 

— j 
waveforms at time t^ and x * tM,D#kH>X#g• An error vector (&) may 

be defined as 
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(x) '^(x)' yl 
e2(x) 

• 

f2(x) 
* 

y2 
• 

V1’. Vx). 

• 

.yN. 

(A.2) 

This error vector may then be used to calculate a least squares error 

measure which is represented as: 

E(x) ■ JiT(l)i(l)* (A.3) 

A necessary condition for an extremum is that the partial derivatives 

« 0 for i « 1, 2» 3, 4, 5. Thus, 

V,E(x) = J(x)x(x) (A.3) 

where 

VxE(x) 
3B(y) 
3X 

(A.4) 

and 

J(x) (A.5) 

Equation (A.3) gives the gradient of the error vector. If the error 

vector e/x) is s linear function of £, then the Jacobian matrix (equ. 

(A.5)) does not change from one point (x) to the next (x + Ax) • 

Gauss suggested that the gradient \Mï(x) at a point (x + Ax) might be 

approximated by 
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VxE(x + Ax) Z J(x)e(x + Ax) . (A.6) 

e.(X + Ax) may be approximated from the first order terms of the Tay¬ 

lor expansion of e. about x* 

e(x + Ax) Z £(x) + Ax . (A.7) 

Substituting (A.5) into (A.7) gives the relation 

fi.(x + Ax) ~ A.(x) + J (x)Ax • (A.8) 

Combining (A.6) and (A.8) gives an estimate of \^E(x + Ax) • 

V E(x + Ax) * J(x) te.(x) + JT(x)Axl “ Je. + JJTAx . 
X 

(A.9) 

Since tbe m rows of J are assumed to be linearly independent, the m x 

T T -1 
m matrix JJ is nonsingular and possesses an inverse (JJ ) . Thus 

(A.9) may be solved for Ax since at the assumed solution point 

(x + Ax) the gradient \^E(x + Ax) *0. 

Ax - -(JJT)-1Je(x) (A.10) 

Now that Ax has been found, the true values of ,e(x + Ax) and 

T 
J(x + Ax) are checked to see whether J e. ** 0. If so, then a station¬ 

ary point has been found* If not, the new parameter vector is used 

as a starting point for another iteration of the scheme* 

If e.(x) is a linear function of x* so that E(x) is quadratic, 

then this method finds the minimum in one step* If on the other 
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hand, e.(x) is not a linear function of x the method will exhibit poor 

behavior. A modification proposed by Levenberg controls the size of 

the step (Ax) so that it is limited to a small enough region for the 

quadratic approximation to hold. This is achieved by modifying 

(A.10) by changing a parameter X (not the same X as used in the mus¬ 

carinic model). 

Here X is the Levenberg parameter and I is the identity matrix. As X 

is varied from zero to large values» the step (Ax) changes from the 

Gauss step (e.g.» (A.10)) to a gradient step 

where X is negative for minimization of E(x) • Initially X is set 

high and is reduced as E(x) is minimized. If from step to step E(x) 

increases» then X is increased again. In a practical situation E(x) 

will not reach zero and so a stopping condition that requires that 

E(x) be less than some arbitrary constant is generally employed. 

In this implementation it was not convenient to analytically 

differentiate the model equations to generate the Jacobian matrix. 

Instead» the Jacobian is generated by perturbing the parameters in x 

by 2%» one at time as follows 

Ax - - <JJT - XI)-1Je(x) (A.11) 

Ax - X_1Je(x) (A.12) 

8ek(x) ek((*l ,* ,1.02^,• »Y5)
T) “ efc(x) 

0.02yi 
(A.13) 
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for k « 1, 2, ..., 15 and i * 1, 2, .., 5* This method requires a 

control run and five perturbation runs, one for each parameter. 

Another problem with the Jacobian is related to the relative 

magnitude of the various parameters. Using the parameters themselves 

inevitably results in an ill-conditioned matrix, so instead of 

operating directly on the model parameters the scheme operates on a 

set of parameter scaling factors. The initial values for the parame¬ 

ters are set and the initial scaling factor values are set to 1. 

Then the scheme varies the scaling factors rather than the parameters 

themselves. 

This scheme was quite useful for fine tuning the parameter 

values for the muscarinic model. Initial estimates for the parameter 

values were arrived at in a manual fashion to produce a membrane 

hyperpolarization response that was reasonably close to the desired 

form. From that point on though, the Marquardt scheme greatly sim¬ 

plified the problem of adjusting the parameters with respect to each 

other to improve the form of the model response. 



APPENDIX B 

FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTINGS 

This appendix contains source listings for the basic model pro¬ 

grams and the Marquardt parameter estimation scheme programs* Since 

the programs were developed over a long period of time with many 

revisions a cross-reference table of variable names is provided to 

match the program variables with those detailed in the thesis* 

Table B*1 

Variable Cross-Reference Table 
Sodium Channel I Slow Inward Channel 

model program 1 model program 

INa 
ina 

!Isi 
isi 

gNa 
gnabar 

! *si 
gsibar 

* *Na 
gnapri 1 g1 . gsipri 

^a 
ena esi 

m m 1 d d 
h h 1 f f 
a 
m 

alpham 
! “d 

alphad 

e* bet am 
1 

be tad 

“h 
alphah 

! °f 
alphaf 

betah 
! 

betaf 

1 d' dprime 
'pacemaker1 channel i 'plateau# channe1 

ik2 w • 

ixl 

% iklbar 
1 
i 
1 

s s 
l xi 

xl 
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1 Variable Cross-Reference Table 1 

Background K+ 1 
displacement a 

Channel current | 

\\ ikl c cm j 
m 

Neural Muscarinic j 
Terminations Receptor j 

i M mach ki 
M* m 

*2 
1 D d kd i 

■ x X a alphau j 

k kh P bprimu j 

1 A a K 
I Muscarinic Channel Voltage Clamp I 
i 

i a 
imus 

^clamp 
st | 

i *a 
gmus ^clamp clgain { 

LL u E , 
clamp clpot j 

Program SANIN 

SANIN generates an inpnt file for SANMOD which, contains values 

for model parameters and program control variables» SANIN queries 

the user for filenames and parameter values while giving the user the 

option of accepting default values or entering new values. Vithin 

SANIN the user can set up various stimulation and voltage clamp pro¬ 

tocols for SANMOD. 
program SANIN 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

programmed by David 6. Bristow March 1980 
updated Apr 1981 

real 
i 
* 
i 
t 
t 

vm,cm, 
gnabar,gnapri,ena, 
g$ibar,gsipri, esi, 
a»b» ci 
st,kmusc,gmu$, 
imax,holpot,clpot,clgain,test,tcend 



logical clflag 
character*14 fname,finput,font,fbeta 
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c 
c 

c 

!» 
!» 

0003 

0004 

0005 

0006 

c 

c 
c 

c 

0009 

0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 

0014 

0050 
0015 

0051 
0052 
0016 

0053 
0054 

set default values for model parameters 

data gnabar/5./,ena/40./,gsibar/.45/,gsipri/.14/, 

esi/70./,cm/6./,gnapri/.075/,a/.6/, 
b/2.25/,c/.93/ 

write(6,3) 
format(# enter filename for the parameter file9) 

read(5,'(a)') fname 
write(6,4) 
format(' enter filename for the model input file') 

read(5,'(a) ') finput 

write(6,5) 
format(f enter filename for the model output file* 

read(5,'(a)') font 
write(6,6) 
format(' enter filename for the bprime input file* 

read(5,'(a) ') fbeta 

) 

) 

open(2,file=fname) 
open(3,file-finput) 

input segment for SA node model parameters 

write(6,10) 
write(6,ll) 
write(6,12) 

write(6,13) 
write(6,14) 
format(' this segment of SANIN gives you the opportunity') 
format(' to change the program default values for the ') 

formate' model parameters. type 1 and return if you would') 
formate' like to change the default values, otherwise press') 

formate' return to skip ahead.') 
read(5,39) i 

if ei) 66,66,50 

writee6,15) 

formate' default membrane capacitance') 
writee6,30) cm 

read(5,39) i 
if ei) 52,52,51 
reade5,38) cm 

write(6,16) 

formate' default sodium equilibrium potential') 
write(6,31) ena 
read(5,39) i 
if ei) 54,54,53 
reade5,38) ena 

write(6,17) 
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0017 formate default sodium conductance') 
write(6,32) gnabar 
read(5,39) i 

if (i) 5656,5656,55 

0055 read(5,38) gnabar 
5656 write(6,1818) 

1818 formate default sodium leakage conductance') 
write(6,3232) gnapri 

read (5,39) i 

if (i) 56,56,5555 

5555 read (5,38) gnapri 
0056 write(6,18) 
0018 formate default slow inward equilibrium potential') 

write(6,33) esi 
read(5,39) i 
if (i) 58,58,57 

0057 read(5,33) esi 
0058 write(6,19) 
0019 formate default slow inward conductances') 

write(6,34) gsibar 
read(5,39) i 
if (i) 60,60,59 

0059 read(5,38) gsibar 
0060 write(6,35) gsipri 

read(5,39) i 

if (i) 62,62,61 

0061 read(5,38) gsipri 
0062 write(6,6000) 
6000 formate default pacemaker conductance in 10e-3 mhos') 

write(6,6001) a 
read(5,39) i 

if (i) 6100,6100,6010 

6010 read(5,38) a 
6100 write(6,6101) 

6101 formate default plateau current constant b') 
write(6,6106) b 
read(5,39) i 
if(i) 6200,6200,6108 

6108 read(5,38) b 
6200 write(6,6201) 
6201 formate default potassium bkgd. constant c') 

write(6,6206) c 

read(5,39) i 
if (i) 6300,6300,6208 

6208 read(5,38) c 
6300 write(6,6301) 
6301 formate default muscarinic conductance gmus') 

wri te(6,63 06) grans 
read(5,39) i 

if (i) 6400,6400,6308 

read(5,38) gmus 6308 



6400 
6401 

6408 
0066 

0070 

0071 
0072 
0073 

0075 

c 
0030 
0031 
0032 
3232 
0033 
0034 
0035 
6001 
6106 
6206 
6306 
6406 
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«1116(6,6401) 
formate beta prime multiplier kmusc') 
write(6,6406) kmusc 
read(5,39) i 
if (i) 66,66,6408 
read(5,38) kmusc 
write(6,30) cm 
write(6,31) ena 
write(6,32) gnabar 
write(6,3232) gnapri 
write(6,33) esi 
write(6,34) gsibar 
write(6,35) gsipri 
write(6,6001) a 
write(6,6106) b 
write(6,6206) c 
write(6,6306) gmus 
write(6,6406) kmusc 
write(6,71) 
write(6,72) 
write(6,73) 
format(* check the input parameters, if you are') 
formate satisfied press return, if you are not') 
format(' satisfied type 1 and return.') 
read(5,39) i 
if (i) 75,75,9 
write(2,30) cm 
write(2,31) ena 
write(2,32) gnabar 
write(2,3232) gnapri 
write(2,33) esi 
write(2,34) gsibar 
write(2,35) gsipri 
write(2,6001) a 
write(2,6106) b 
write(2,6206) c 
write(2,6306) gmus 
write(2,6406) kmusc 
formats for the model parameter i/o 
format(9 cm = ' ,fl2.6,' 10e-6 f /cm**2') 
formate9 ena = ',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 volts •) 
formate9 gnabar = ',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2') 
formate1 gnapri *',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2') 
formate9 esi = ',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 volts ') 
formate9 gsibar *',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2 ' ) 
format(1 gsipri = ',fl2.6, ’ 10e-3 mhos / cm**2') 
formate9 a = ',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2') 
format(9 b =',fl2.6,' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2 *) 
formate9 c =',fl2.6) 
formate9 gmus = ',fl2.6, ' 10e-3 mhos / cm**2') 
formate9 kmusc =',fl2.6) 
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0038 
003 9 

0103 

0104 

0215 

0216 

0202 

0203 

1204 

1206 
i 

i 

i 

0205 

0206 

0207 

0220 
i 

0221 

0222 

0223 

0300 

foroat(fl2.6) 
format ( 13 ) 

write(6,103) 
format(' enter stimulus current in microamps/cm4t*2l) 
read(5,38) st 
write(2 
format( 
write(6 
formate 
read(5,206) puldur 
write(2 
formate 
write(6 
formate 

wri (2 
formate 
writee6 
formate 

104) st 
stimulus strength is ',f8.4,'microamps/cm**2') 

215) 
enter stimulus pulse duration in msec1) 

216) puldur 
stimulus pulse duration is',el3.6,' 

202) 
enter time of stimulus delivery1) 

msec.9) 

read(5,206) stime 
203) stime 

stimulus delivery time is*,fl0.4,'msec into the run') 
1204) 
enter time of vagal stimulation') 

read(5,206) stach 
write(2,1206) stach 
formate' vagal stimulation delivery time i$',fl0.4, 

'msec into the run') 
clflags.fal$e. 
writee6,'ef' to run a voltage clamp enter 1'')') 
read(5,'(i4)') i 
if (i.ne.0) clflag=.true. 
if eelflag) write(6, 
9(" enter HOLPOT, CLPOT, CLGAIN, IMAX, TCST, TCEND " ) ' ) 
if (clflag) read(5,'(6fl0.4)') 

holpot,clpot,clgain,imaxt test,tcend 
write(6,205) 
formate1 enter graph interval in msec.') 
read(5,206) gi 
format(flO.4) 
write(2,207) gi 
format(' graph interval',f8.4,' msec.') 
write(6,220) 
formate9 enter stepsize factor and upper and lower bounds,', 

' and runtime') 
reade5,221) stefac,upbnd,lobnd,runt 
formate4fl0.6) 
write(2,222) stefac 
formate' runge-kutta 4th order stepsize factor',fl0.6) 
write(2,223) upbnd,lobnd 
formate' upperbound',fl0.6,'msec, lower bound',flO.6,'msec.') 
write(6,300) 
formate1 enter time of gsi reduction and gsi red. factor') 
reade5,1225) gsired,gsifac 
write(3,224) cm,ena,gnabar,gnapri,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 
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$ a, b, c, g mu s, kmus c 
write(3,225) st 
write(3,225) puldur 
write(3«1225) stime,stach 
write(3«1225) gsired,gsifac 
write(3,225) gi 
write(3«226) stefac,upbnd,lobnd,runt 
write(3 «227) fbeta«fout 
write(3«228) clflag,holpot,clpot,clgain,imax,test,tcend 

0224 format(12f12 «6) 
0225 format(fl0.4) 
1225 format(2fl0.4) 
0226 format(4f!5.6) 
0227 format(2al4) 
0228 format(11,6fl0.4) 

close(2) 
close(3) 
stop 
end 
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Program SANMOD 

This is the driver for the model subprograms VMD1 and VMD2. 

SANMOD accepts as input a parameter file generated by SANIN and in 

the case of vagal stimulation, a file containing a driving function 

generated by program BETA* There are two output files from this pro¬ 

gram: 1) a data file containing data on the timing of model events 

and the values of various extremes in the model node cycle; and 2) an 

unformatted binary file containing the voltage and currents generated 

by the model* 

SANMOD calls VMD1, VMD2, CLCUR, and BACH. 

c 

* 
* 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 

C 

C 

C 

t 
0004 

program SANMOD 

real t,vm,vmO,cm,ina,isi,ixl,ik2, 
m,h,d,f,s,xl,ena,esi,imus,kmusc, 

gnabar,gsibar,gsipri,ts,mhalf,hhalf,dhalf, 
fhalf,shalf,xlhalf, uhalf,uplus,mplus,hplus,dplus,fplus, 

splus,xlplus,kl,k2,k3,k4,kaver,olddt,ml,hl,dl,fl,sl,xll, 
mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,st,gnapri,inab,aa,stimt,stime, 
md(20,2),mh(20,2),mr(20,2),vh(20,3),maxdep,maxhyp,maxror, 
stefac,lobnd,upbnd,puldur,ikl,c,per(20),stach, 

imax,holpot,clpot,clgain,test,tcend 

character1*^ fbeta,fout 
logical flagl,flag2,flag3,flag4,flag5,f7,clflag 
common m,h,d,f,s,xl,u,ina,isi,ik2,ixl,ikl,inab,imus, 

mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,uO,cm,ena,esi,gnabar, 
gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vmO,delt,st,a,b,c,gmus, 
bprimu,alphau,kmusc 

data per/20*0*/,eof/1234*/ 

************************************************************ 

read(5,4) cm,ena,gnabar,gnapri,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 
a,b,c,gmus,kmusc 

format(12f12.6) 

read(5,6) st 
read(5,6) puldur 

read(5,7) stime,stach 
read(5,7) gsired,gsifac 
read(5,6) gi 
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read(5,21) stefac.upbnd,lobnd,runt 

read(5,22) fbeta.fout 
read(5>23) elflag.holpot,clpot,clgain,imaz,test,tcend 

0006 format(£10.4) 
0007 format(2fl0.4) 
0021 format(4fl5.6) 
0022 format(2al4) 
0023 formate 11,6f10.4) 

open(2,file=fbeta,form3'unformatted',access-'direct', 

i recl=256) 
if e.not.clflag) open(3,file=fout,form='unformatted', 
$ access='direct',recl=40) 

if eelflag) open(3,file=fout,form='unformatted', 
$ access3'direct',recl=12) 

i=l 
nn=0 
jj=-200 

delt=.05 
s timt=0. 

ts=gi 
aa=st 
maxhyp=0. 

maxdep=0. 
maxror=0. 

vhfamp=-25. 
flagl=.false. 

flag2=.false. 

flag3=.true. 
flag4=.true. 
flag5=.true. 

f7=.false. 
bprimu=0. 
u=0. 

u0=0. 
uhalf=0. 

c******************************************************************** 

if eelflag) goto 1234 
vm=-60.003448 

c try these numbers for the gating variable initial values 13-jan-81 
m0=.19179040 

h0=.02766370 
d0=.00415838 
f0=.33905131 

s0=.86068481 
xl0=.02513015 
goto 1235 

1234 vm=-45. 
m0=0.54927361 

h0=0.00056827 
d0=0.09065804 
f0=0.42872900 
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s0=0.97273803 
xl0=.01798541 

c********************************************«*********************** 

1235 bargsi=gsibar 

0190 
barpspsgsipri 

st*.0 
if (.not.clflag) goto 192 

if(t.le.test.or.t.ge.tcend) pot=holpot 
if(t.gt.test.and.t.lt.tcend) pot=clpot 
call clcur(vm,st,pot,imax.clgain) 
delt=.05 

0192 if (t.gt.gsired) gsibar-bargsi*gsifac 
if (t.gt.gsired) g$ipri-bargsp*gsifac 

if (t.lt.stime.or.stimt.gt.puldur) goto 195 
delt*.05 
stimt-stimt+delt 

0195 
st=aa 

if (t.lt.stack) goto 200 
call bach(t*stach,bprimu,2) 

0200 
t 

kl=delt*vmdl(-delt,vm,mhalf,bbalf,dbalf,fhalf 
,sbalf,xlhalf,ubalf) 

m0=mhalf 
h0=hhalf 
d0=dhalf 
f0=fbalf 
s0=shalf 
xl0sxlhalf 
u0=uhalf 

i 

mplus-m 
hplns=h 
dplus=d 
fplus^f 
splus=s 
xlplus=xl 
uplus=u 
if (.not.clflag) goto 203 

if(t+delt*.5.1e.test 
•or.t+delt*.5.ge.tcend) pot=holpot 

i 
if(t+delt*.5.gt.test 
• and.t+delt*.5.It.tcend) pot=clpot 
call clcur(vm+kl#.5, 

i 
0203 

st,pot,imax,clgain) 
if (t+(delt*.5).It.stach) goto 205 
call bach(t+(delt*.5),stacb,bprimu,2) 

0205 k2=delt*vmd2(-delt*.5,vm+kl*.5) 
ml=m 
hl=b 
dl=d 
fl=f 
sl=s 
xll=xl 
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i 

ul=u 
if ( .not.clflag) goto 206 

if(t+delt*.5.le.test 
• or. t+delt*.5 .ge• tcend) pot=liolpot 

i 
if(t+delt*,5•gt.test 
•and*t+delt*.5. It.tjend) pot=clpot 

* 
0206 

C 

c 
c 
c 
c 

call clcur(vm+k2*.5« 
st,pot,imax,clgain) 

k3=delt*vmd2(-delt*.5,vm+k2*.5) 

take the full step projection of the gating variable at the end 
of the interval and average it with the half step projection, 
this value will also be used at the start of the next time step 

i 

m0=(aplus+2.*(ml+m))*.2 
h0-(hplus+2.*(hl+h))*.2 
d0=(dplus+2.*(dl+d))*.2 
f0=(fplus+2.*(fl+f))*.2 
s0=(splus+2.*(sl+s))*.2 
x!0=(xlplus+2.*(xll+xl))*.2 
u0*=(uplus+2 .*(ul+u))*.2 
if (.not.clflag) goto 209 

if(t+delt.le.test 
•or.t+delt.ge.tcend) pot=holpot 

i 
if(t+delt.gt.test 
•and.t+delt.lt.tcend) pot=clpot 

* 
0209 

call clcur(vm+k3« 
st,pot,imax,clgain) 

if (t+delt.It.stach) goto 210 
call bach(t+delt,stach,bprimu,2) 

0210 k4=de11 *vmd2(-de1t,vm+k3) 
kaver=(kl+2.*(k2+k3)+k4)*.1666666 
vmold=vm 
vm^vra+kaver 
vdot^kaver/delt 
t=t+delt 

c 
c 
c 
c 

measure the various extremes of the membrane voltage waveform 
and the timing of those points 

if(clflag) goto 5002 
if(vm.It.vhfamp.or.flagl) goto 1000 

vh(i,l)=vm 
vh(i,2)=t 

1000 

flagl=.true. 
flag4=.false. 
flag3=.false. 

if(vdot.lt.maxror) goto 2001 
maxror=vdot 
mr(i,l)=maxror 
mr(i,2)=t-delt 
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2001 if(vdot.gt.0..or*flag3) goto 3000 

md(i,l)=maxdep 
md( i,2)=t-delt 

flag3=.true. 
flag5=.false. 

3000 maxdep-vm 

if(vm.gt.vhfamp.or.flag4) goto 4000 
vh(i,3)=t 

flag4=.true. 
4000 if(vdot.lt.0..or.flag5) goto 5000 

mh(i,l)=maxhyp 

mh(i,2)-t-delt 
flag5=.true. 
flagl=.false. 

maxdep=0• 
maxhyp=0. 

maxror=0• 

i»i+l 
goto 5002 

5000 maxhyp=vm 

c calculate the new stepsize for the next time interval 
5002 olddtsdelt 

vdt^abstvdot) 

if (vdt.lt.0.01) vdt=.01 

delt=stefac/vdt 
if(delt.g t.upbnd) delt=upbnd 

if(delt.It.lobnd) delt=lobnd 

if (t.lt.ts) goto 190 
c 
c output sampled membrane voltage 
c interpolate back to membrane voltage at the sample time 
c 

************************ *********************************** 

c write all of the gating variables along with time and vm 
if (t.lt.400..or.f7) goto 5555 

write(6,5560)t,vm 
write(6,5561) m0,h0,d0,f0 

write(6,5562) s0,xl0 

5560 format(f time*,fl0.4,' membrane potential',flO.6) 
5561 formats m0',fl5.8,‘ h0#,fl5.8,# d0',fl5.8,# fO#,fl5.8) 
5562 format(9 s0',fl5.8,# xl0',fl5.8) 

f7-.true. 
5555 vout=(ts-t-olddt)/olddt*(vm-vmold)+vmold 

it=int(ts) 
ts=ts+gi 
nn=nn+l 

if (.not.clflag) write(3,rec=nn) vout#-vdot*cm, 
$ ina,isi,ik2,ikl,ixl,inab,imus,st 

totcur=ina+isi+ik2+ikl+ixl+inab+imus 

if (clflag) write(3#rec=nn) vout,totcur,st 
if (t.lt.runt) goto 190 
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c write the various data gathered on the run to unit 6 
write(6,#(9 9 stim time 9 9,fl0.3 ,19 msec* into run19)9)stach 
write(6,8611) 

8611 £ormat(9 vhfamp t up down max dep t', 
t 9 max hyp t maxror t') 

do 8700 i«l910 
write(6,8699) (vh(i, j),j=l,3),(md(i,im),im=l,2),(mh(i,in) 

$ ,in=lf2),(mr(i,io),io=lf2) 
8699 format(9fl0.3) 
8700 continue 
c ******* write end of file code onto last record 

kk=10 
if (clflag) kk-3 
write(3,rec=nn+l) (eof,k=l, kk) 
close(2) 
close(3) 
write(6,9000) 
write(6,9000) 

9000 formate9 ' ) 
stop 
end 
subroutine clcurevm,st,pot,imax,clgain) 
real imax,pot,st,vm 
st^-clgain* evm-pot) 
if (st.gt.imax) st=imax 
if (st•It.-imax) st=-imax 
return 
end 
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Subprograms VMD1 and VMD2 

These two subprograms contain the basic model equations for the 

SA node membrane model. They are called by SANMOD and return the 

derivative of the transmembrane voltage which is then integrated by 

the Runge-Kutta scheme in SANMOD, Values for the gating variables 

and ionic currents are passed through the large common block. The 

difference between the two subprograms is that VMD1 calculates gating 

variable values for both a half-step and a full-step, whereas VMD2 

calculates values for the full step case only, VMD1 is used in the 

first step of the Runge-Kutta and so provides the gating variable 

intial values for the second and third steps. 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

funetion vmdl(ndeIt,vm,mha1f,hhaIf,dhalf,fhalf, 

$ shalf,xlhalf,uhalf) 

vmdl is the function used to generate the derivative 
of the membrane voltage as the first step in the 
runge-kutta 4th order numerical integration scheme 
in SANMOD. the projected values of the gating variables 

at the half step and full step points are returned 
as arguments (in the case of the half step values) 
and thru the common block (in the case of the full 

step values)• 
the real variables declared below are used in the 
SA node model 
real ina,isi,ixl,vm,cm,ikl,c, 

$ alpham,betam,taum,mbar,m,alphah,betah,tauh,hbar, 

$ h, gnabar,ena,mO,h0,d0,fO,sO,xlO,xl,inab,ik2bar, 
$ alphad,betad,taud,dbar,dprime,d,alphaf,betaf, 

it tauf, fbar, f , esi, gsibar, gsipri, 
i ndelt,alphxl,betaxi,tauxl,xlbar,xlhalf, 
$ alphas,be tas,tans, sbar,s,ik2,st,gnapri,a,mhalf, 
$ hhalf,dhalf,fhalf, shalf,imus,kmusc,iload 

the intial values for m,h,d,f,s,xl, and u are calculated in 
the main program and are passed to SANMOD as common variables. 

common m,h,d,f,s,xl,u,ina,isi,ik2,ixl,ikl,inab,imus 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

$ mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,uO,cm#ena,esi,gnabar, 
$ gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vmO,delt,st,a,b,c,gmus, 
$ bprimu,alphau, kmusc,iload 

the following section contains the model equations* 
it is split into subsections, each of which calculates 
one of the currents that compose the membrane current* 

fast sodium current ina 

alpham = (vm+47.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+47•))) 
betam = 40.*exp(-.056*(vm+72.)) 
taum = alpham+betam 
mbar = alpham/taum 
mhalf = mbar-(mbar-mO)*exp(.5*ndelt*taum) 
m = mbar-(mbar-mO)♦exp(ndelt*taum) 

alphah = .0085*exp(-.184*(vm+71.)) 
betah =» 2.5/(exp(-.082*(vm+10.))+l*) 
tauh = alphah+betah 
hbar = alphah/tauh 
hhalf ■ hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(*5*ndelt*tauh) 
h = hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(ndelt*tauh) 

ina ” gnabar*(m**3)*h*(vm-ena) 

slow inward current isi 

alphad 
betad 
taud 
dbar 
dprime 
dhalf 
d 

.005*(vm+34.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+34.))) 

.05*exp(-.15*(vm+34.)) 
alphad+betad 
alphad/taud 
1 •/(1*+exp(-.15*(vm+15•))) 
dbar-(dbar-dO)*exp(.5*ndelt*taud) 
dbar-(dbar-dO)♦exp(ndelt*taud) 

alphaf 
betaf 
tauf 
fbar 
fhalf 
f 

*002468*exp<-.05*(vm+47.)) 
*05/(exp(-.087*(vm+13.))+1•) 
alphaf+betaf 
alphaf/tauf 
fbar-( fbar-fO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauf) 
fbar-(fbar-fO)*exp(ndelt*tauf) 

isi - (gsibar*d*f+gsipri*dprime)*(vm-esi) 

pacemaker current ik2 modified 

alphas = *05*(vm+28.)/(l.-exp(-*2*(vm+28.))) 
betas * .00025^exp(-*067*(vm+28.)) 
taus = alphas+betas 
sbar = alphas/taus 
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c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

shalf = sbar-(sbar-sO)*exp(.5*ndelt*taus) 

s a sbar-(sbar-sO)*exp(ndelt*taus) 

ik2bar =(exp(.04*(vm+110.))-l.)/ 

t (exp(.0S*(vm+60.))+exp(.04*(vm+60. ) ) ) 

ik2 = s*a*ik2bar 

ikl » c*(ik2bar+.2*(vm+30.)/(l.-exp(-.04*(vm+30.)))) 

plateau current ixl modified 

alphxl * 25 .e-4*exp(.0826*(vm+30.))/(l.+exp(.02*(vm+30.))) 
betaxi = 65.e-4*exp(-.06*(vm-20.))/(1.+exp(-.04*(vm-20.))) 
tauxl = alpbxl+be taxi 

xlbar « alphxl/tauxl 
xlhalf “ xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauxl) 
xl * xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(ndelt*tauxl) 

ixl « xl*b*(exp(.04*(vm+95•))-l.)/(exp(.04*(vm+45.))) 

Muscarinic current imus 

alphau=.0174*exp(.013*vm) 
bpu =kmus c*bprimu 
tauu =alphau+bpu 

uba r =bpu/1auu 

uhalf =ubar-(ubar-uO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauu) 
u =ubar-(ubar-uO)*exp(ndelt*tauu) 

imus =gmus*u*(vm+100.) 

generate background currents 

inabsgnapri*(vm-ena) 

solve membrane voltage equation 

vmdl * -( st+ina+inab+isi+ik2+ixl+ikl+imus) /cm 
return 

end 

FUNCTION VMD2 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

function vmd2(ndelt,vm) 
this function implements the model of sinus node 

activity, the form of the equations is based on the rush-larsen 
approach. vmd2 is called by SANMOD. 

the real variables declared below are used in the model 
real vm,vm0,cm,ndelt, 
$ ina, alpham#betaxn, taum,mbar,m,mO,alphah,betah, 

$ tauh,hbar,h,h0,gnabar,gnapri,inab,ena, 
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c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

$ isi,alphad,betad, d,dO,taud,dbar,dprime,alphaf, 
$ betaf,fbar,tauf,f,fO,gsibar,gsipri,esi, 

$ ik2,alphas,betas,taus,sbar,s,sO,ik2bar, 
$ a,b,c,xkl, 
$ ixl,alphxl,betaxi,tauxl,xlbar,xl,xlO, 
$ imus,kmusc,st,iload 

common m,h,d,f,s,xl,u,ina,isi, ik2,ixl,ikl,inab,imus, 

$ mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,uO,cm,ena,esi,gnabar, 

$ gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vmO,delt,st,a,b,c,gmus, 

$ bprinu,alphau,kmusc,iload 

the following section contains the mnt model equations, 
it is split into subsections, each of which calculates 

one of the currents that compose the membrane current. 

fast sodium current ina 

alpham = (vm+47.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+47.))) 
betam ■ 40.*exp(-.056*(vm+72*)) 
taum * alpham+betam 
mbar » alpham/taum 

m * mbar-(mbar-mO)*exp(ndelt*taum) 

alphah « .0085*exp(-.184*(vm+71.)) 

betah = 2.5/(exp(-.082*(vm+10.))+!.) 

tauh = alphah+betah 
hbar * alphah/tauh 
h * hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(ndelt*tauh) 

ina - gnabar*(m**3)*h*(vm-ena) 

slow inward current isi 

alphad = .005*(vm+34.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+34.))) 

betad » .05*exp(-.15*(vm+34.)) 
taud 38 alphad+betad 
dbar « alphad/taud 

dprime =* l./(l.+exp(-.15*(vm+15.))) 

d » dbar-(dbar-dO)*exp(ndelt*taud) 

alphaf * .002468*exp(-.05*(vm+47♦)) 
betaf » .05/(exp(-.087*(vm+13.))+1.) 
tauf = alphaf+betaf 
fbar = alphaf/tauf 
f * fbar-(fbar-f0)*exp(ndelt*tauf) 

isi = (gsibar*d*f+gsipri*dprime)*(vm-esi) 

pacemaker current ik2 modified 



alphas * *05*(vm+28,)/(1*-exp(-.2*(vm+28.))) 

betas » *00025*exp(-*067*(vm+28*)) 
taus = alphas+betas 
sbar - alphas/taus 

s = sbar-(sbar-sO)*exp(ndelt*taus) 

ik2bar =(exp(*04*(vm+110*))-l.)/ 

(exp(*08*(vm+60.))+exp(*04*(vm+60.))) 
ik2 » s*a*ik2bar 

ikl = c*(ik2bar+*2*(vm+30.)/(l*-exp(-*04*(vm+30.)))) 

plateau current ixl modified 

alphxl « 25.e-4*exp(.0826*(vm+30*))/(l.+exp(.02*(vm+30.))) 
betaxl = 65•e-4*exp(-*06*(vm-20.))/(1*+exp(-.04*(vm-20.))) 
tauxl = alphxl+betaxl 
xlbar = alphxl/tauxl 
xl = xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(ndelt*tauxl) 

ixl - xl*b*(exp(*04*(vm+95.))-l*)/(exp(.04*(vm+45.))) 

Muscarinic current imus 

alphauss.0174*exp( *013*vm) 
bpu =kmus c *bp r imu 

tauu =alphau+bpu 
ubar =bpu/tauu 

u «ubar-tubar-uO)*exp(ndelt*tauu) 

imus =gmus*u*(vm+100.) 

generate background currents 

inab=gnapri*(vm-ena) 

solve membrane voltage equation 

vmd2 38 -(st+ina+inab+isi+ik2+ixl+ikl+imus)/cm 
return 

end 
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Subprogram BACH 

BACH is called by SANMOD to access tbe beta driving function for 

vagal stimulation protocols. 

subroutine bach(tt*$tach*bprimu*lun) 

c This subroutine is used to access the file of 
c beta prime values and to interpolate between the 

c samples to give a good approximation of the value 
c at the model time point. 

real t*tt,stach.bprimu*bprime(64)*bprlo*bprhi 

integer index*lun 
logical frstim 
save bprime* tach*index*irec* frstim 
data index/1/*irec/1/, tach/.5/*frstim/.true./ 
t=tt-stach 
if (.not•frstim) goto 5 

read(lun*rec=l,end=200) bprime 

frstim=.false. 

0005 if (t.le.tach) goto 30 
index*index+1 

tach=tach+.5 
if (index.le.63) goto 5 

if (t.le.tach+.5) goto 15 
index=l 
irec-irec+1 

read(lun*rec=irec,end-200) bprime 
goto 5 

0015 bpr=bprime(64) 
irec=irec+l 
index*! 
read(lun* rec=irec,end-200) bprime 
bprlo=bpr 
bprhi=bprime(1) 
goto 40 

0030 bprlo=bprime(index) 
bprhi=bprime(index+1) 

0040 ttt=(t-(tach-.5))/.5 
bprimu=ttt*(bprhi-bprlo)+bprlo 

goto 250 
0200 bprimu=0. 

0250 return 
end 
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Programs for the Marquardt Parameter Estimation Scheme 

This set of Fortran programs is executed as a unit through the 

use of the UNIX shell program RUN. Program BEGIN is executed first 

to set up initial input files for the scheme. XINMOD modifies the 

files for each iteration, QNODE is a special version of SANMOD that 

samples V at designated times, and EST performs all of the arith- 
m 

metic associated with the Marquardt scheme. The UNIX shell program 

STARTUP compiles and links all of the necessary programs and subpro- 

grams for the scheme. The order of presentation of the programs and 

subprograms that follow is related to the order in which they appear 

in STARTUP. 

UNIX SHELL PROGRAM STARTUP 

ill dppe.f update.f mathsub.f -o est 

ill xinit.f update.o -o begin 
ill qnode.f vmdot.f bach.f -o qnode 

ill beta.f -o beta 

f77 xinmod.f -o xinmod 
strip xinmod beta qnode begin est 
rm *.o 
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UNIX SHELL PROGRAM RUN 

while test $1 
do 
beta<alphO 
beta<alphl 

beta<alph2 

beta<alph3 

xirunod 
qnode<inO 
qnode<inl 

qnode <in2 

qnode<in3 

qnode<in4 

qnode<in5 
rm core vmodel 

cat out* >vmodel 
rm out* 

est 
rm core 
done 
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PROGRAM DPPE 

program dppe 

c doable precision parameter estimation program 
integer sample 
real lev,vmodel(20),erwate(15) 

real*8 jacob(90),jjt(25),je(5),d,error(20),ml(5),m2(5),alpha(5), 

$ dalpha(5)#del(5) 
data erwate/2*l.,7*2.,6*1./ 
sample - 15 

c 

c error 
c Jacob 
c 
c 
c vmodel 
c 
c dalpha 
c 
c 
c open data files 
c 

open(7,file='vmodel9) 

open(8,file-rvideal#) 
open(9,file^'lev') 

rewind(7) 
rewind(8) 
rewind(9) 

c 
do 11 i=l,sample 

read(7,100) vmodel(i) 

read(8,100) videal 
error(i) » vmodel(i)-videal 

errsum * errsum+error(i)**2 
11 continue 

holds the error vector. 
is the jacobian of the error vector, cllat is, 
the change in error w.r.t. the parameters of 
the model. 
has the output of the model for the present 
iteration. 
holds the changes to be made to the old 

parameters as a result of this iteration. 

close(8) 

100 format(el3.6) 
errsum = errsum/2. 
write(6,200) errsum 

200 format(# The error is r,el3.6///) 

write(6,255) (error(i),i=l,sample) 
255 format(# Error(i) ■ #,el3.6) 

c 
c Make changes in Levenberg factor as necessary 
c 

read(9,
9
(2el3.6)9) lev,olderr 

if(errsum.lt.olderr.and.errsum.lt. 1.) lev =* lev/2, 
if(errsum.gt.l.01*olderr) lev = lev*2. 

rewind(9) 

write(9,
9
(2el3.6)') lev,errsum 



write(6,*(*' Lev = e!3.6)') lev * t 

open(9,file='del9) 
rewind ( 9) 

generate Jacobian 

do 22 i=0,4 
read(9,100) dalph 

do 33 j=l,sample 
read(7,100) vm 

k = i*sample+j 

j acob(k)=(vm-vmodel(j))/dalph 
write(6,250) vmodeK j),vm, jacob(k),dalph 

formate vmodO=,P el3 ,6,9 vm=9, el3 .6,9 jac=#,el3.6, 
9 dalp=# ,el3,6) 

continue 
continue 

write(6#'e
# Jacobian Matrix*')*) 

write(6, *(15e9.3) *) ( jacob(ijk), ijk*l,75) 

compute J*Jtranspose * JJT, a 5x5 matrix 

do 25 i=0,4 
do 44 j=0,4 

s=0. 

11- i*sample 
12— j^sample 

do 55 k-1,sample 
s=s+j acob(11+k)*j acob(12+k) 

continue 

jjt(i*5+j+l) = s 
continue 

continue 

write(6,*e* JJT- 1 */,5 (el3 .6,5x)/) * ) ( j j t ( i), i=l ,25) 

subtract Levenberg factor 

do 66 i=l,25,6 
j j t(i) = jjt( i)-lev 

continue 

write(6,*e* JJT-LEV « * */,5 (el3 .6,5x)/) * ) (jj t( i), i=l ,25) 

invert jjt 

call minv(jjt,5,d,ml,m2) 
write(6,*(9 9 1/tJJT-LEV) - **/,5(el3,6,5x)/)*)(jjt(i),i=l,25) 

compute jxe = JE, a 1x5 matrix 
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call prd(jacob,error,je,5,sample,!) 
c 

c compute delta alpha ® -JJTxJE 
c 

call prd(jjt,je,dalpha,5,5,l) 

c 
c change sign for correct delta alpha 

c 
do 77 i-1,5 

dalpha(i) = -dalpha(i) 

77 continue 
write(6,260)(dalpha(i),i=l,5) 

260 format(f dalpha = #,el3.6) 

c 
c update the various files for the next iteration 
c 

call update(alpha,dalpha,del,0) 
open(8,file=*report#) 

write(8,300) errsum 
write(8,f(## Lev factor » fl,el3.6)#) lev 

300 format('Error is « #,el3*6/) 
write(8,260)(dalpha(i),i=l,5) 
write(8,'(/)#) 
write(8,#(## Alpha * *

9,el3.6)#)(alpha(i),i=l,5) 
write(8,*(//)#) 

c 
stop 

end 
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SUBPROGRAM UPDATE 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
ç 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

* 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

98 
99 

100 

subroutine update(alpha,dalpha,del,init) 

This subroutine does three main things: 
It updates the file 'delf which contains values of the 

2 % changes in the alpha parameters. 
It updates the file *alphOf containing the alpha vector 
It updates 'alphl', 'alph2#, 'alph3'# 

#alph4f, and 'alphS' 
which contain the alpha parameters with one of the five 
varied by 2 %. 

If the variable init .eq. 1 then the alphas are not first 
read off of the alphO file because they have been passed. 

real*8 alpha(5),dalpha(5),del(5) 

character^ filnam(6) 

data f ilnam(l) / 'betaO'/,filnam(2) / 'betal9 !, f ilnam(3) / rbeta2 9 !, 

filnam(4)/’beta3 9 / 9 f ilnam(5)/ 'betaO 9f, f ilnam(6) / 'betaO •/ 

open files for new alphas 

open(0,file=#bin#) 
open(l,file=#alphO9) 
open(2,files,alphl9) 
open(3,file*'alph2') 
open(4,file='alph39) 

rewind(O) 
rewind(l) 
rewind(2) 

rewind(3) 

rewind(4) 

format for alpha files to be read by program beta: 

5el3.6 (alphas) 
3el3.6, 2i6, fl0.5 (beta pgm parameters read from bin) 
a5 (filename for beta pgm to write to) 

read(0,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 

close(O) 

open(0,file=#del*) 

rewind(O) 
format(3el3.6,2i6,fl0.5) 
format(a) 
if (init.ne.l) read(l,100)(alpha(i),i=l,5) 

format(5el3.6) 
c 
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c add the changes to the alpha vector 

c 

do 88 i-1,5 
alpha(i) = alpha(i)+dalpha(i) 
write(6,200) alpha(i) 

88 continue 
200 formatC1 alpha s #,el3.6) 

c 
c write the new alphas back to the files 

c 
rewind(l) 

write(1,100)(alpha(i),i=l,5) 
write(1,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 

write(1,99) filnam(1) 

c 
c set np files so that jacobian may be computed 
c (vary alpha(i) by 2 %) 

c 
do 111 i-1,5 

del(i) = alpha(i)*.02 

write(0,100) del(i) 
111 continue 

c 
alpha(1) * alpha(1)+del(1) 
write(2,100)(alpha(i),i-l,5) 
write(2,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 

write(2,99) filnam(2) 
c 

alpha(l) s alpha(l)-deKl) 
alpha(2) = alpha(2)+del(2) 
write(3,100)(alpha(i),i-l,5) 

write(3,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 
write(3,99) filnam(3) 

c 
alpha(2) s alpha(2)-del(2) 

alpha(3) = alpha(3)+del(3) 
write(4,100)(alpha(i),i=l,5) 
write(4,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 
write(4,99) filnam(4) 

close(l) 
closed) 

closed) 
close(4) 
open(l,file=#alph4') 

open(2,file=#alph5') 

rewind (1) 
rewind (2) 
alpha(3)=alpha(3)-del(3) 

alpha(4)=alpha(4)+del(4) 
write(1,100) (alpha(i),i=l,5) 
write(1,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 
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write(l,99) filnam(5) 

alpha(4)=alpha(4)-del(4) 

alpha(5)=alpha(5)+del(5) 
write(2,100)(alpha(i),i=l,5) 

alpha(5)=alpha(5)-del(5) 
write(2,98) beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 

write(2,99) filnam(6) 

close(1) 
close(2) 

close(7) 
return 
end 
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SUBPROGRAM MATHSUB 

c subroutine minv 
c 
c purpose 
c invert a matrix 
c 

subroutine minv(a,n,d, l,m) 
dimension a(l), 1(1) ,m(l) 

c 
c search for the largest element 
c 
c 
c DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION 
c 

real*8 a,k,biga,hold,dabs 
c 

d=l .0 
nk=»-n 
do 80 k=l,n 

nk=nk+n 
1(k) » k 
m(k) = k 
kk = nk+k 
biga = a(kk) 
do 20 j=k,n 

iz=n* < j—1) 
do 20 i=k,n 

ij = iz+i 
10 if (dabs(biga)-dabs(a(ij))) 15,20,20 
15 biga » a(ij) 

l(k) = i 
m(k) = j 

20 continue 
c 
c interchange rows 
c 

j=l(k) 
if (j-k) 35,35,25 

25 ki = k-n 
do 30 i=l,n 

ki = ki+n 
hold - -a(ki) 
ji = ki-k+j 
a(ki) = a(ji) 

30 a(ji) = hold 

interchange columns 

35 i = m(k) 
if (i-k) 45,45,38 

c 
c 
c 
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40 

45 
46 

48 

50 

55 

60 
62 

65 

70 

75 

80 
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jp =n*(i-1) 

do 40 j=l,n 

jk =* nk+j 

ji = jp+j 
hold = -a(jk) 

a(jk) = a(ji) 

a(ji) = hold 

divide column by minus pivot ( value of pivot element is 

contained in biga 

if (biga) 48,46,48 
d=0 .0 
return 

do 55 i=l,n 
if (i-k) 50,55,50 
ik = nk+i 
a(ik) = a(ik)/(-biga) 

continue 

reduce matrix 

do 65 i=l,n 
ik = nk+i 
hold = a(ik) 

ij = i-n 
do 65 j=l,n 

ij = ij+n 

if (i-k) 60,65,60 
if (j-k) 62,65.62 
kj = ij-i+k 
a(ij) = hold*a(kj)+a(ij) 

continue 

divide row by pivot 

kj = k-n 
do 75 j=l,n 

kj = kj+n 
if (j-k) 70,75,70 
a(kj) = a(kj)/biga 

continue 

product of pivots 

d * d*biga 

replace pivot by reciprocal 

a(kk) = 1.0/biga 
continue 
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c final row and column interchange 

c 
k = n 

100 k = k-1 

if (k) 150,150,105 
105 i - l(k) 

if (i-k) 120,120,108 
108 jq = n*(k-1) 

jr = n*(i-l) 

do 110 j=l,n 
jk * jq+j 
hold = a(jk) 

ji - jr+j 
a(jk) = -a(ji) 

110 a(ji) = hold 
120 j = m(k) 

if (j-k) 100,100,125 
125 ki = k-n 

do 130 i<*l,n 
ki = ki+n 
hold » a(ki) 

ji * ki-k+j 
a(ki) = -a(ji) 

130 a(ji) = hold 
goto 100 

150 return 

end 
C subroutine gmprd — multiply two matrices 

subroutine gmprd(a,b,r,n,m,1) 
dimension a(l),b(l),r(1) 
ir=0 

ik=»-m 

do 10 k=l,1 
ik = ik+m 
do 10 j=l,n 

ir = ir+1 
ji = j-n 

ib = ik 
r(ir) = 0. 
do 10 i=l,m 

ji = ji+n 

ib = ib+1 
10 r(ir) = r(ir)+a(ji)*b(ib) 

return 
end 
subroutine prd(a,b,r,n,m,1) 

c . 
real*8 a(l),b(l),r(l) 

c 
c Matrix multiply routine 



parameters are the same as in gmprd 

the matrices are assumed to be arranged differently 
than in gmprd. 

do 11 i*l#n 
do 22 j-1,1 

S » 0. 

do 33 k=l ,m 

11 - (i-1)*m+k 

12 - j+(k-l)*l 
$ = s+a(il)*b(i2) 

continue 

il « (i-l)*l+j 

r(il) ■ s 
continue 

continue 

return 

end 
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PROGRAM XINIT 

program init 

c 
c This program initializes the alpha files used for the 

c parameter estimation program, 
c 

real*8 alpha(S),dalpha(5),del(5) 
real lev 

c 
do 11 i=l,5 

dalpha(i) - 0 ^ 
11 continue 

c 

write(6,205) 
205 format(' Use £13.6 format to enter m d kh'//) 

read(5,100) (alpha(i),i=l,5) 

100 format(5el3.6) 
open(8,file®'report ') 
rewind (8) 

open(9,file-1lev') 
rewind (9) 

write(6,'('# Enter initial lev, error:'')') 
read(5,'(2el3.6)') lev, error 
write(9,'(2el3.6) ') lev,error 

c write(8,'('' Parameter Estimation Program— Output11)') 
c write(8,'(//'' Initial values are:/'')') 
c write(8,'('' Alpha - '',el3.6)')(alpha(i),i=l,5) 
c write(8,'(//)') 

call update(alpha,dalpha,del,l) 
stop 
end 
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PROGRAM QNODE 

c 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
* 

t 
i 
i 

i 
0004 

0006 

0007 
0021 
0022 

i 

program QNODE 

real t,vm,vm0,cm,ina,isi,ixl,ik2, 
m,h,d, f,s,xl,ena, esi,imus,kmusc, 

gnabar,gsibar,gsipri,ts,mhalf,hhalf, dhalf, 
fhalf,shalf,xlhalf,uhalf,uplus,mplus,hplus,dplus,fplus, 
splus,xlplus,kl,k2,k3,k4,kaver,olddt,ml,hl,dl,fl,sl,xll, 
mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,st,gnapri,inab,aa,stimt,stime, 
md(20,2),mh(20,2),mr(20,2),vh(20,3),maxdep,maxhyp,maxror, 

stefac,lobnd,upbnd,puldur,ikl,c,sample(20),stach 

character*14 fbeta,fout 
logical flagl,flag2,flag3,flag4,flagS,f7 
common m,h,d,f» s,xl,u,ina,isi,ik2,ixl,ikl,inab,imus, 

mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,uO,cm,ena,esi,gnabar, 
gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vmO,delt,st,a,b,c,gmus, 
bprimu,alpbau, kmusc,abar,aexp 

************************************************************ 

read(5,4) cm,ena,gnabar,gnapri,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 
a,b,c,gmus,kmusc 

format(12fl2.6) 

read(5,7) abar,aexp 
read(5,6) st 
read(5,6) puldur 

read(3,7) stime,stach 
read(5,7) gsired,gsifac 

read(5,6) gi 
read(5,21) stefac,upbnd,lobnd,runt 

read(3,22) fbeta,fout 

read(5,'(flO.5)') (sample(i),i=l,15) 
format(flO.4) 
format(2fl0.4) 
format(4fl5.6) 

format(2al4) 
open(2,file=fbeta,form=#unformatted#,acces$=fdirect', 

recl=256) 
open(8,file=fout) 

nsamp-15 
i=l 
nn=l 

jj«-200 

delt=.05 
stimt=0* 
ts=sample(l) 

aa=st 
maxliyp=0. 
maxdep=0* 
maxror=0. 
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vhf amp=-25• 

flagl=.false. 
flag2=.false. 

flag3=.true. 

flag4=.true, 
flag5=.true. 
f7=.false. 

bprimu^O. 
u=0. 
u0=0. 

uhalf-O. 
c******************************************************************** 

c use these inital conditions for quiescent node studies 
vm=-53.790966 
m0=.32625228 

h0=.00527898 
d0=.01604843 

fO*.66970998 

s0=.83953416 

xlO=.00798007 
c********************************************************************** 

0190 st=.0 

if (t,lt,stime,or,stimt,gt,puldur) goto 195 
delt-.OS 
stimt=stimt+delt 
st=aa 

0195 if (t.lt.stach) goto 200 
call bach(t,stach,bprimu»2) 

0200 kl=delt*vmdl(-delt,vmfmhalf»hhalf,dhalf,fhalf 
t ,shalf,xlhalf,uhalf) 

m0®mhalf 
h0-hhalf 
dO-dhalf 

fO=fhalf 
s0=shalf 
xl0=xlhalf 

uO-uhalf 
mplus^m 

hplus=h 
dplus=d 
fplus=f 
splus=s 
xlplus=xl 

uplus=u 

if (t+(delt*.5).It.stach) goto 205 
call bach(t+(deIt*.5),stach,bprimu,2) 

0205 k2=de1t*vmd2(-de11*.5 ,vm+kl*.5) 
ml=m 
hl-h 

dl=d 

fl=f 
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sl=s 

xll^xl 
ul=u 

k3-de11 *vmd2(-de11 *. 5,vm+k2*.5) 
c 
c take the full step projection of the gating variable at the end 

c of the interval and average it with the half step projection, 
c this value will also be used at the start of the next time step, 

c 
mOs=(mplus+2.*(ml+m) )#.2 
h0=(hplus+2.*(hl+h))♦.2 
d0*(dplus+2.*(dl+d))* *2 
f0=s(fplus+2.*(fl+f ) )*.2 

s0-(splus+2.*(sl+s))*.2 

xl0=(xlplus+2.*(xll+xl))*.2 
u0=(ttplus+2.*(ul+u))*.2 
if (t+delt.lt.stach) goto 210 

call bach(t+delt#stach,bprimu,2) 
0210 k4-delt*vmd2(-delt,vm+k3) 

kaver-(kl+2.*(k2+k3)+k4)*.1666666 
vmold^vm 

vm=vm+kaver 
vdot^kaver/delt 
t=t+delt 

c calculate the new stepsize for the next time interval 
olddt=delt 

vdt=abs(vdot) 
if (vdt.lt.O.01) vdt=.01 

delt-stefac/vdt 

if(delt.gt.upbnd) delt=upbnd 
if(delt•1t.lobnd) delt=lobnd 

if (t.lt.ts) goto 190 

c 
c output sampled membrane voltage 
c interpolate back to membrane voltage at the sample time 

c 
c**************************************************************** 

vout=(ts-t-olddt)/olddt*(vm-vmold)+vmold 
write(8.'(fl0.5)#) vont 
nn=nn+l 

if (nn.lt.nsamp+1) ts=saciple(nn) 

if (t.lt.runt.and.nn.lt.nsamp+1) goto 190 
close(2) 
close(8) 

stop 
end 
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SUBPROGRAM VMDOT 

FUNCTION VMD1 

c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

function vmdKndelt,vm,mhalf,hhalf, dhalf, fhalf, 

$ shalf,xlhalf,uhalf) 

vmdl is the function used to generate the derivative 
of the membrane voltage as the first step in the 
runge-kutta 4th order numerical integration scheme 
in QNODE. the projected values of the gating variables 

at the half step and full step points are returned 
as arguments (in the case of the half step values) 

and thru the common block (in the case of the full 
step values). 
the real variables declared below are used in the 

model 
real ina,isi,ixl,vm, cm,ikl,c, 
$ alpham,betam, taum,mbar,m, alphah,betah, tauh,hbar, 
$ h, gnabar,ena,mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,xl,inab,ik2bar, 

$ alphad,betad,taud,dbar,dprime,d,alphaf,betaf, 
$ tauf,fbar,f,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 
$ ndelt,alphxl,betaxi,tauxl,xlbar,xlhalf, 
$ alphas,betas,taus,sbar,s,ik2,st,gnapri,a,mhalf, 
i hhalf,dhalf,fhalf,shalf, imus,kmusc,iload 

the intial values for m,h,d,f,s,xl, and u are calculated in 
the main program and are passed to SANMOD as common variables. 

common m,h,d,f,s,xl,u,ina,isi,ik2,ixl,ikl,inab,imus, 
$ mO,hO,dO,fO,sO,xlO,uO,cm,ena,esi,gnabar, 

$ gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vmO,delt,st,a,b,c,gums, 
$ bprimu,alphau,kmusc,abar,aexp 

the following section contains the model equations, 
it is split into subsections, each of which calculates 

one of the currents that compose the membrane current. 

fast sodium current ina 

alpham * (vm+42.)/(l.“exp(-,l*(vm+42.))) 
betam ■ 40,*exp(-.056*(vm+67.)) 
taum = alpham+betam 
mbar * alpham/taum 
mhalf = mbar-(mbar-mO)*exp(,5*ndelt*taum) 
m = mbar-(mbar-mO)*exp(ndelt*taum) 

alphah * ,0085'*exp(-.184*(vm+66.) ) 
betah = 2.5/(exp(-,082*(vm+5♦))+l.) 
tauh “ alphah+betah 
hbar * alphah/tauh 



hhalf = hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauh) 
h = hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(ndelt*tauh) 

ina = gnabar* (m**3) *h* (vm-ena ) 

slow inward current isi 

alphad 
betad 
taud 
dbar 
dprime 
dhalf 
d 

.005*(vm+34.) /(1.-exp(-.1*(vm+34.))) 

.05*exp(-.15*(vm+34.)) 
alphad+betad 
alphad/taud 
l./(l.+exp(-.15*(vm+15.))) 
dbar-(dbar-dO)*exp(.5*ndelt*taud) 
dbar-(dbar-dO)*exp(ndelt*taud) 

alphaf 
betaf 
tauf 
fbar 
fhalf 
f 

.002468*exp(-.05*(vm+47.)) 

.05/(exp(-.0 87*(vm+13.))+!.) 
alphaf+betaf 
alphaf/tauf 
fbar-(fbar-fO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauf) 
fbar-(fbar-fO)*exp(ndelt*tauf) 

isi - (gsibar*d*f+gsipri*dprime)*(vm-esi) 

pacemaker current ik2 modified 

alphas ■ .05*(vm+28.)/(l.-exp(-.2*(vm+28.))) 
betas = .00025*exp(-.067*(vm+28.)) 
taus » alphas+betas 
sbar * alphas/taus 
shalf » sbar-($bar-sO)*exp(.5*ndelt*taus) 
s « sbar-(sbar-sO)*exp(ndelt*taus) 

ik2bar =(exp(.04*(vm+110.))-l.)/ 
(exp(.08*(vm+60.))+exp(.04*(vm+60.))) 

ik2 “ s*a*ik2bar 

ikl = c*(ik2bar+.2*(vm+30.)/(1.-exp(-.04*(vm+30.)))) 

plateau current ixl modified 

alphxl - 25.e-4*exp(.0826*(vm+30.))/(l.+exp(.02*(vm+30.))) 
betaxl * 65.e-4*exp(-.06*(vm-20.))/(1.+exp(-.04*(vm-20.))) 
tauxl - alphxl+betaxl 
xlbar « alphxl/tauxl 
xlhalf - xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauxl) 
xl = xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(ndelt*tauxl) 

ixl = xl*b*(exp(.04*(vm+95.))-l.)/(exp(.04*(vm+45.))) 

Muscarinic current imus 
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alphau«.0173 84*exp(aexp*.0161*vm) 

bpu =kmus c *bprimu 

tauu =alphau+bpu 

ubar «bpu/tauu 

uhalf «ubar-(ubar-uO)*exp(.5*ndelt*tauu) 

u =ubar-(ubar-uO)*exp(ndelt*tauu) 

c 

imus «abar*gmus*u*(vm+100.) 

c 

c generate background currents 

c 

inab=gnapri*(vm-ena) 

c 

c solve membrane voltage equation 

c 

vmdl « -( st+ina+inab+isi+ik2+ixl+ikl+imus) /cm 

return 

end 

FUNCTION VMD2 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

function vmd2(ndelt,vm) 

this function implements the model of sinus node 

activity, the form of the equations is based on the rush-larsen 

approach. vmd2 is called by QNODE. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
i 
t 
$ 

the real variables declared below are used in the model 

real vm,vmO,cm,ndelt, 

ina, alpham,betam, taum,mbar,m,mO,alphah,betah, 

tauh,hbar,h,hO,gnabar,gnapri,inab,ena, 

isi,alphad,betad,d,dO,taud,dbar,dprime,alphaf, 

betaf,fbar,tauf,f,fO,gsibar,gsipri,esi, 

ik2,alphas,betas,taus,sbar,s,sO,ik2bar, 

a,b,c,lkl, 

ixl,alphxl,betaxi,tauxl,xlbar,xl,xl0, 

imus,kinusc, st, iload 

common m, h,d, f, s, xl»u, ina, isi, ik2, ixl, ikl, inab, imus, 

$ mO,hO,dO,fO, s0,xl0,u0,cm,ena,esi,gnabar, 

$ gsibar,gnapri,gsipri,vm0,delt,st,a,b,c,gmus, 

$ bprimu,alphau,kmusc,abar,aexp 

the following section contains the mnt model equations, 

it is split into subsections, each of which calculates 

one of the currents that compose the membrane current. 

fast sodium current ina 

alpham « (vm+42.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+42.))) 

betam « 40.*exp(-.056*(vm+67.)) 

taum = alpham+betam 



mbar » alpham/taum 
m = mbar—(mbar-mO)*exp(ndelt*taum) 

alphah » .0085*exp(-.184*(vm+66.)) 
betah =* 2.5/(exp(-.082*(vm+5.))+l.) 
tauh = alphah+betah 

hbar - alphah/taub 
h « hbar-(hbar-hO)*exp(ndelt*tauh) 

ina * gnabar*(m**3)*h*(vm-ena) 

slow inward current isi 

alphad - .005*(vm+34.)/(l.-exp(-.l*(vm+34.))) 
betad * .05*exp(-.15*(vm+34.)) 
taud * alphad+b^tad 
dbar = alphad/taud 

dprime = l./(l.+exp(-.15*(vm+15.))) 

d = dbar-(dbar-dO)*exp(ndelt*taud) 

alphaf * .002468*exp(-.05*(vm+47.)) 
betaf = .05/(exp(-.087*(vm+13.))+!.) 
tauf * alphaf+betaf 
fbar = alphaf/tauf 

f = fbar-(fbar—fO)*exp(ndelt*tauf) 

isi * (gsibar*d*f+gsipri*dprime)*(vm-esi) 

pacemaker current ik2 modified 

alphas = .05*(vm+28.)/(l.-exp(-.2*(vm+28.))) 
betas « .00025*exp(-.067*(vm+28.)) 

taus * alphas+betas 
sbar = alphas/taus 

s * sbar-(sbar-sO)*exp(ndelt*taus) 

ik2bar =(exp(.04*(vm+110.))-l.)/ 

(exp(.08*(vm+60.))+exp(.04*(vm+60.))) 

ik2 * s*a*ik2bar 

ikl = c*(ik2bar+.2*(vm+30.)/(1.-exp(-.04*(vm+30.)))) 

plateau current ixl modified 

alphxl « 25 .e-4*exp(.0826*(vm+30.))/(l.+exp(.02*(vm+30.))) 
betaxl * 65.e-4*exp(-.06*(vm-20•))/(1.+exp(-.04*(vm-20.))) 
tauxl * alphxl+betaxl 
xlbar = alphxl/tauxl 
xl - xlbar-(xlbar-xlO)*exp(ndelt*tauxl) 

ixl - xl*b*(exp(.04*(vm+95.))-!.)/(exp(.04*(vm+45.))) 
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c 
c Muscarinic current imus 

c 
alphau=.017384*exp(aexp*.0161*vm) 

bpu =kmus c *bpr imu 
tauu ®alphau+bpu 
ubar *=bpu/ tauu 

u *ubar-(ubar-uO)*exp(ndelt*tauu) 

c 
imus =abar*tgmus*u* (vm+100. ) 

c 
c generate background currents 
c 

c 
inab=gnapri*(vm-ena) 

c 
c solve membrane voltage equation 
c 

vmd2 * -(st+ina+inab+isi+ik2+ixl+ikl+imus)/cm 
return 

end 
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PROGRAM BETA 

* 

0016 
0018 
0020 
0030 

!» 

!» 

!» 

i 

i 
!» 

0080 

0090 

0100 

program beta 
real a,aa,bprime(64),m,pi,d,impuls(100), 
x,bursep,kd,kh,kl,k2,ach(100),b(100),mach,beta 
integer pultyp,pulctr,ppb,nb 
character*5 filnam 
data pi/3.141592654/ 

read(5, ' (5el3 .6) * ) mac*., d.kh, abar,aexp 
read(5,'(3el3.6,2i6,fl0.5)') beta,kd,x,nb,ppb,bursep 
read(5,*(a)*) filnam 

t=-(bursep+.05) 
do 18 i=l,nb 

t=t+bursep 

do 16 ii=l,ppb 

t=t+.05 
impuls(i-l+ii)=t 

continue 
continue 

continue 
continue 
open(2,file=filnam,form='unformatted',access='direct', 

recl=256) 

pulctr=0 
mach=mach*l,le-21 

kl=l./(8.*(pi*(d*6.9e-14))**1.5) 

k2=(x**2)/(4.*(d*6.9e-14)) 
t=-.4999 
do 100 i=l,100 

do 90 ii=l,64 
t=t+.5 
if (t.ge.impuls(pulctr+1) 

.and.pulctr+1.1e.ppb*nb) 
pulctr=pulctr+1 

a=0. 
do 80 iii=l,pulctr 

if (iii.le.3) m=mach 
if (iii.gt.3) m=mach*(l.-(l.-exp 

(~.33*(iii-3)))) 
aa=(kl*m/((t-impuls(iii))**1.5)) 
*exp(-((kh*l.6e-3)*(t-impuls(iii)) 

+k2/(t-impuls(iii)))) 

a=a+aa 
if (ii.eq.l) ach(i)-a 
continue 
bprime(ii)=beta*a/(a+kd) 

continue 
write(2,rec=i) (bprime(j),j=l,64) 

b(i)=bprime(l) 
continue 
write(2,rec=i+l) filnam 
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close (2) 
stop 

end 
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PROGRAM XINMOD 

c 

c 

* 

* 
!» 

* 
0004 

0006 

0007 
0021 
0022 

* 

0100 

program xinmod 
modifies input files 

real sample(15) 
character*5 alph(6) 
character*3 in(6) 

character#14 fbeta,fout 

data in(l) / ' inO 7, in(2) / 9 ini 7 , in(3) / 9 in2 7 , in(4) / 9 in3 7, 
in(5)/9in4 7,in(6)/'inS7, 
alph(l)/'alphO 7,alph(2)/'alphl7,alph(3)/ 'alph2 7, 

alph(4)/'alph3 7,alph(5)/#alph4 7,alpli(6)/'alph5 7 
do 100 iii=l,6 

open(2,file=in(iii)) 
opend, f ile=alph(iii)) 

rewind(2) 
rewind(1) 
read(2,4) cm,ena,gnabar,gnapri,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 

a,b,c,gmus,xkmus c 
format(12fl2.6) 
read(2,7) abar,aexp 
read(2,6) st 
read(2,6) puldur 

read(2,7) stime,stach 
read(2,7) gsired,gsifac 

read(2,6) gi 
read(2,21) stefac,upbnd,xlobnd,runt 
read(2,22) fbeta,fout 
read(2,9 (fl0.5)9) (sample(i),i=l,15) 

format(flO.4) 
format(2fl0.4) 
format(4fl5.6) 
format(2al4) 
read(l,'(5el3.6)') xm, d,xkh,abar,aexp 
rewind(2) 
write(2,4) cm,ena,gnabar,gnapri,esi,gsibar,gsipri, 

a,b,c,gmus,xkmus c 
write(2,7) abar,aexp 
write(2,6) st 
write(2,6) puldur 

write(2,7) stime,stach 
write(2,7) gsired,gsifac 
write(2,6) gi 

write(2,21) stefac,upbnd,xlobnd,runt 
write(2,22) fbeta,fout 
write(2,9(flO.5)9) (sample(i),i=l,15) 
closed) 

close(1) 
continue 
stop 

. end 


